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Editorial

Dear readers,
I am pleased to present to you the second issue of the Austrian Military Journal (AMJ) online. As of the
printed version of 2/2021, we started to share the contents of the “Österreichische Militärische
Zeitschrift” in the form of the English "Austrian Military Journal (AMJ)" via the internet. We are
determined to continue this approach, which opens up the possibility to make our periodical visible in
the international ranking of military science publications.
In issue 3/2021 you will find the following contributions:
In the first part of their peer-reviewed article, Wulf Lapins and Enes Velija examine the roots of the
Albanian aspirations for national greatness in the Western Balkans. In doing so, they relate this topic
to the EU’s dilemma that the currently perceivable "resistance to enlargement" fosters ethnic national
populist resentments in the Western Balkans, which are exacerbated by religious fundamentalism, and
offers foreign actors the opportunity to provide politically and economically corrupt elites in the
Western Balkan states with so much support that they can effectively slow down or even undermine
the transformation steps demanded by Brussels. The resulting long time in the "waiting room" for full
EU membership would lead to the EU and its values losing their appeal in the region, thus opening a
gateway for authoritarianism, clientelism and neopatrimonialism. At the same time, however, the
authors concede that – as can be seen from the examples of Bulgaria and Romania – too early EU
membership could endanger the internal cohesion of the entire Union.
In his essay on the "Letter by the 1,700", Peter Corrieri retrospectively analyses this form of expression
of – as it is called in the book on which it is based – "democratic officer resistance against political
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populism". It was the first and only time that the officers of the Austrian Armed Forces addressed the
political leadership and the legislators directly, without considering the official channels, and
presented their professional opinion on an intended amendment to the Defence Act. However, the
aim was not to prevent the politically already accepted reduction of regular military service to six
months, but merely to point out the lack of accompanying measures and preconditions for the sensible
development of ready reserve and ready reaction forces. The initiative was ultimately successful
insofar as the 1971 amendment to the Defence Act met the officers' demands, at least in part, there
was an upswing, the cadre situation slowly recovered, budgets increased and it was possible to
improve the equipment and armament to a modest extent. In a very figurative sense, one could still
sense the spirit of Clausewitz in the letter, who, despite foreseeable disadvantages for his military
career, could not reconcile it with his conscience to support Napoleon in his war against Russia in 1812
– precisely because his loyalty was to the Prussian idea, and not to a misguided king.
Jörg-Dietrich Nackmayr devotes his essay to the geopolitical core of German-American relations
against the backdrop of the current "two per cent question" and thus also fundamentally to the
problem of the dualism between a realist and a multilateralist worldview. In doing so, he concludes
that multilateralism essentially leads to anarchic rivalry and that geopolitical stability cannot be
achieved without the leadership of a single country or a bipolar world order as in the Cold War phase.
Those who preach multilateralism sow insecurity and reap violence – and thus in no way come closer
to the goal of a just peace order. It should also generally be brought into question whether there is a
viable strategic plan behind Europe's multilateralist orientation. For the EU remains dependent on the
USA for extended deterrence and still expectantly looks at the "largest single market on earth"
promised by the New Silk Road, thus threatening to marginalise the transatlanticists in regard to the
continent and virtually firing up the conflict between the USA and China.
Laurenz Fürst and Richard Fischer summarise the key results of the online seminar on the Vienna
Strategy Conference, which took place from 3 to 4 November 2020. The seminar was intended as a
sign of life and as an opportunity to develop topics for follow-up events – but by no means as a
replacement for the Vienna Strategy Conference 2020, which was cancelled due to Corona. The event
can only fulfil its purpose as a lively, interdisciplinary, international and interactive strategy
development and discussion platform on the basis of personal contact between its high-ranking
experts.
Dear readers, we wish you an insightful read and look forward to your feedback, with which you would
significantly enliven the military science discourse.
Brigadier General MMag. Wolfgang Peischel, PhD, Editor in Chief
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Quest for and temptations surrounding national grandeur in the
Western Balkans
Myths, actors, implications
Wulf Lapins, Enes Velija
The French Enlightenment philosopher François-Marie Arouet, known as Voltaire, coined the insightful
phrase that “fable is the older sister of history”. The aim of the two-part political analysis prepared by
the two authors in this and the next issue of the Austrian Military Journal is to present, on an edited
and discussed empirical basis, an overview of reflections, descriptions and conceptions of the Albanian
quest for national grandeur, and to look into this myth, which, if it took shape, would unleash massive
negative efficacies in the Western Balkans. The sources researched and critically examined in the
course of writing this article extend and complement the known facts and provide new academic value
in the form of a longitudinal profile of history as well as a systematic cross-section. The Yugoslavian
wars of secession and succession of the 1990s1) ended politically with the foundation of seven states
in the Western Balkans. Geographically speaking, the region is now surrounded by EU Member States.
Against this background, the Union is particularly interested in stability for this region. EU Enlargement
Commissioner Johannes Hahn coined the following phrase on this subject in 2018: “Either we export
stability or we import instability.” 2) In this spirit, the EU heads of state and government had already
adopted the supposedly ideal solution to this issue at their summit on 21 June 2003 in Thessaloniki,
namely that “the future of the Balkan countries lies in the European Union.”3) Slovenia (2004) and
Croatia (2013) are already members of the Community. North Macedonia (2004)4) as well as Bosnia
and Herzegovina (2016) have applied for membership. Accession talks have long since been entered
into with Montenegro (2012) and Serbia (2014). Even Kosovo, which is not recognised by the EU
countries Spain, Slovakia, Romania, Greece and Cyprus for their own domestic political reasons, was

1) The violent collapse of the Yugoslavian multi-ethnic state was due to numerous socio-economic and domestic political disintegration
events. For example, see Dunja Melcic (ed.): Der Jugoslawienkrieg, Handbuch zu Vorgeschichte, Verlauf und Konsequenzen, Wiesbaden
2007; Zeljko Brkic: Ökonomische Ursachen des Zerfalls Jugoslawiens und der Transformationsprozess in Kroatien 1990-2000, diploma thesis
University of Trier 2001, https://www.uni-trier.de/fileadmin/forschung/ZES/Schriftenreihe/050.pdf (25 Sept 2020) and Peter Imbusch: Der
Staatszerfall Jugoslawiens. In: Peter Imbusch/Ralf Zoll, Ralf (ed.) Friedens- und Konfliktforschung. Eine Einführung, Wiesbaden 2010, p.221248. Josip Tito is said to have described his state structure, which was complicated and always fraught with tension, as follows: “I govern
one country with two alphabets, three languages, four religions and five nationalities, who live in six republics, are surrounded by seven
neighbours and have to get along with eight minorities.” However, he was obviously misquoted as in Yugoslavia, with Serbian Orthodox,
Catholic and Muslim, there were three religions and with Serbo-Croat, Slovenian, Macedonian and Albanian there were four languages.
2) Christoph Hasselbach, https://www.dw.com/de/kommentar-der-westbalkan-in-der-eu-ist-eine-illusion/a-43840013 (25/9/2020).
3) see file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/Gipfeltreffen_EU_-_westliche_Balkanstaaten_Thessaloniki_21._Juni_2003.pdf (25/9/2020).
4) The name of Macedonia was changed to North Macedonia on 12 February 2019.
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at least able to conclude a stabilisation and association agreement with Brussels in 2016. So far, but
not so good.
For years, there has been divisive opposition in the capitals of the EU between the two political schools
of thought that favour either the consolidation or the expansion of EU integration5). As their lowest
common denominator they cause enlargement fatigue6), which is now even turning into enlargement
resistance.7) Meanwhile, the renewed growth of a political-systematic seed of ethnic national
populist/nationalistic resentments and tensions in the Western Balkans, often interwoven with
religious fundamentalism,8) and with high unemployment9) in all countries as well as structural
shortcomings regarding the rule of law, democratic institutions, public administration and economic
development,10) implies negative consequences for the younger generations in particular: “Throughout
the entire region, mainly in the six countries of the Western Balkans (WB6), young people continue to
be affected by high unemployment and precarious working conditions. (...) In all countries of southeastern Europe, corruption is judged to be particularly serious in the education system. These
downsides have increased still further in most countries in the past five years. The acceptance of
informal practices such as the use of personal connections, bribery or tax fraud is relatively common
among young people in the region and has considerably increased since 2008. (...) There is a significant
number of young people who see “a leadership that rules the country with a firm hand for the good of
the community” as a good option, and support for this opinion has increased sharply throughout the
region since 2008. (…) The vast majority of young people in the region does not feel represented in

5) Anne Faber: Die Weiterentwicklung der Europäischen Union,
http://proyectos.cchs.csic.es/euroconstitution/library/working%20papers/Faber%202007.pdf (25/9/2020).
6) See Vanja Mladineo/Dario Čepo/Valentino Petrović https://www.friendsofeurope.org/insights/enlargement-fatigue-is-a-symptom-ofweakening-european-values/ (25/9/2020).
7) See Spyros Economides: From Fatigue to Resistance: EU Enlargement and the Western Balkans, /9/2020).
8) See Vedran Džihić: Zur Symbiose zwischen Politik und Religion am Beispiel Bosnien und Herzegowina,
https://www.bundesheer.at/pdf_pool/publikationen/rel_exterm_vs_fried_beweg_06_symbiose_rel_politik_bsp_bih_v_dzihic_19.pdf (25
September 2020); idem, Neuer Islamismus und islamische Radikalisierung am Balkan: Aktuelle Entwicklungen und Gefahrenpotentiale,
https://silo.tips/download/neuer-islamismus-und-islamische-radikalisierung-am-balkan-aktuelle-entwicklungen (25/9/2020).
9) See Stefan Pavleski: Arbeitslosigkeit in Südosteuropa im Kontext der EU-Integration [Unemployment in south-eastern Europe in the
context of EU integration], dissertation FU-Berlin 2016, https://publishup.uni-potsdam.de/opus4ubp/frontdoor/deliver/index/docId/40428/file/pes07.pdf (25 /9/2020)
10) See progress reports 2019 from the EU on the Western Balkan candidate countries with individual country reports,
https://ec.europa.eu/germany/news/20190529-eu-kommission-beitrittsverhandlungen-nordmazedonien-und-albanien_de (25 /9/2020).
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national politics.”11) This lack of political-economic and employment prospects is one of the driving
factors for continuing migration to the EU member states.12)
However, there is even more. Stakeholders from outside the region such as Turkey, the USA, Russia,
China and the Arab Gulf states, with varying policies and interests, influence the EU support and
funding processes in the West Balkans and therefore challenge the Union on the geopolitical front.13)
They repeatedly offer the politically and economically corrupt elites indirect or direct support14) and
therefore provide options for delaying or even subverting the democratic transformation steps
demanded by Brussels. The Union is facing an almost irresolvable dilemma: As a result of the
indeterminate time that the states have to spend in the waiting room for longed-for full EU
membership – whereby the accession periods are admittedly justified but also long due to the lack of
will or ability to reform – the Union is losing both its charm and its credibility in the region and at the
same time opens the gateway for the increase in authoritarianism, clientelism and
neopatrimonialism.15) However, on the other hand, the examples of Bulgaria and Romania also show
that premature EU membership without achieving and above all implementing sustainable
constitutional state and democratic maturity16) makes CVM/cooperation and verification mechanisms
through the EU necessary.17) The premature accession decision made then is central to the current

11) Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Jugendstudie Südosteuropa 2018/2019, http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/id-moe/15277-20190408.pdf (25
/9/2020).
12) See Berlin Institute for Population and Development. Beschäftigung und Migration in der Region Westbalkan, https://www.berlininstitut.org/fileadmin/Redaktion/Publikationen/PDF/BI_BeschaeftigungUndMigrationInDerRegionWestbalkan_2017.pdf (25/9/2020).
13) See Reinhold Lopatka: Auf dem Weg in die EU? Der Westbalkan vor großen Herausforderungen,
https://www.aies.at/download/2018/AIES-Studien_2018-08.pdf p18-24 (25/9/2020). Der Einfluss externer Akteure auf dem Westbalkan,
https://www.kas.de/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=8fd66199-2cdf-8843-1782-cf46aca32a80&groupId=252038 (25/9/2015). Predrag
Ćetković, Der Einfluss Chinas auf dem Westbalkan - und wie er finanziert wird…, http://www.beigewum.at/wp-content/uploads/KuWe4_18-Cetkovic.pdf (25/9/2020). Wolfgang Petrisch: Geopolitik am Balkan,
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55c3e7fbe4b03ca91f249a27/t/5bc361559140b74027b3e495/1539531093947/ (25/9/2020). Hakan
Akbulut/Vedran Dzihic/Cengiz Günay: Verliert der Westen an Einfluss? Verschiebungen der Mächteverhältnisse auf dem Westbalkan, in der
Türkei und der MENA Region [Is the West losing influence? Shifts in the balance of power in the Western Balkans, in Turkey and the MENA
region]. https://www.oiip.ac.at/cms/media/arbeitspapier-100-verliert-der-westen-an-einfluss.pdf (25/9/2020). Matthias Bieri: Der
Westbalkan zwischen Russland und der EU, https://css.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/gess/cis/center-for-securitiesstudies/pdfs/Bieri-StudieWestbalkan2017.pdf (25/9/2020). Henrik Larsen: Der Westbalkan zwischen EU NATO, Russland und China,
https://css.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/gess/cis/center-for-securities-studies/pdfs/CSSAnalyse263-DE.pdf (25/9/2020).
14) See Gudrun Steinacker, https://www.dw.com/de/mein-europa-den-korrupten-eliten-des-westbalkans-die-stirn-bieten/a-54303982
(25/9/2020); Marion Kraske: Westbalkan: Chancen nutzen, Einfluss ausbauen, Gefahren abwehren,
https://www.boell.de/de/2019/10/09/westbalkan-chancen-nutzen-einfluss-ausbauen-gefahren-abwehren?dimension1=division_osoe
(25/9/2020).
15) See Vedran Džihić: Der Westbalkan im Fokus - Zentrale Problemfelder und Herausforderungen im Vergleich,
https://www.oiip.ac.at/cms/media/ap-79-westbalkan.pdf (25/9/2020).
16) See Thorsten Geißler: Rechtsstaatliche Probleme bei der EU-Erweiterung,
https://www.kas.de/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=120e7e0f-7403-f908-e412-7ab619dc5876&groupId=280457 (25/9/2020).
17) See file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/Kooperations_und_Kontrollverfahren_Fortschrittsberichte_zu_Bulgarien_und_Rum_nien%20(2).pdf (25/9/2020).
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discussions about the Western Balkans’ integration into the EU. But, as is so often the case in political
debate, with hindsight this should have been known in the first place.

The problem
By way of introduction, the previous section provided a simplistic discussion of the framework,
connections and interdependencies of the most serious problems in the Western Balkans in order to
supply some background understanding of the issues below. In this main section, the authors expound
the problems of the roots, effective forces, narratives and potential consequences of the striving for
national greatness oscillating between a waking coma and a daydream as a still existing research
desideratum. Nationalism and a historiography built on myths provide the fertile ground for major
state projects in the Balkans.18) They “present a reminder of the uninterrupted tradition of small state
imperialism, of nationalism directed against each other and the alarming potency of the prejudices
and concepts of the enemy cultivated across the generations that still exist today.”19) The focal point
of the conceptual interest, at both regional and EU level, is Albania as the eighth Western Balkan state.
Since its foundation in 1912, the country has been in a conflict situation made up of competition, rivalry
and peaceful coexistence, while struggling for influence in the region with Serbia, which was
recognised as a sovereign state by the major European powers at the Congress of Berlin in 1878.20)
Anyone who no longer directly eats the intellectual fruits from the tree of knowledge from hand to
mouth is taking the step from hasty knowledge absorption to the sustainable analytical procrastination
of instinct. In this sense, in their article the authors address, discuss and reflect on the opportunities
and feasibility of a potential unification of all Albanians into one large Albanian state. In the Western
Balkans and in the European Union there are warnings against any such “Greater” or “Pan Albania”
with retrospect to the causes of war.21) This political figure of thought is dealt with by considering the
following questions: When, how and where did this political idea emerge? To what extent does it
permeate Albanian history as an emotional, memorised and imagined code? And what political

18) The major causes - Bulgaria, - Greece, - Croatia, -Montenegro, - Romania, - Serbia, - Hungary are discussed by Wolf Oschlies. In: idem,
“Major” states in the Balkans, SWP study p.30, Berlin, September 2002.
19) Paul Lendvai: Zwischen Hoffnung und Ernüchterung-Reflexionen über den Wandel in Osteuropa, Vienna 1994, p.116.
20) Even during the foundation phase of the new Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes or the first Yugoslavian state on 1 December
1918, there was considerable lack of unity about the structure and organisation of the new state. The adoption of a unitary constitution on
28 June 1921 resulted (after the Croatian Peasant Party boycotted the vote and the communists were excluded from the constitutional
convention and therefore all federal forces were eliminated) in a dominant power position for Serbia within the nation state and
encouraged a counter-productive and inefficient functioning of the state with repressive methods. See Wolfgang Petritsch/Kaser,
Karl/Robert Pichler: Kosovo Kosova. Mythen, Daten, Fakten. Klagenfurt et al. 1999, p.101.
21) Jan Richard: Mythical dream for Albanians, nightmare of a project that has merely been dormant for decades of a “natural Albania” for
the neighbours? “Or is it merely a bluff of Albanian Mafiosi, who need a political cloak for their dirty dealings?” “Der (Alb-)Traum von
einem Großalbanien”, https://www.wienerzeitung.at/nachrichten/politik/welt/153740_Der-Alb-Traum-von-einem-Grossalbanien.html
(25/9/2020).
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significance does it currently have in current Albanian and Kosovan politics, at times even as a figure
of speech?
In the historical self-image of many Albanians, their country with its current structure is not yet a
complete state, because they believe in some cases significant parts of the Albanian population live
without voluntary self-determination in the surrounding Western Balkan states of Kosovo, Serbia,
Montenegro, North Macedonia and Greece. Against this background, in national patriotic and
nationalistic circles there is talk of “revenge for history”, and in serious academic circles of the “open
Albanian question”. Protagonists of a “Greater Albania” postulate that their country was
disadvantaged in the past, with the keyword being “historical injustice”. This is because the national
questions of the Serbs, Macedonians, Slovenes and Croatians were resolved after the Yugoslavian
wars, when their respective nation states were created. Only the sole non-Slav people in the Western
Balkans, the Albanians as the third largest ethnic group in former Yugoslavia, were denied this.22) The
idea of a united Albania has already defined the political undercurrent in Albania and Kosovo for
decades.
“In the process of the search for identity after the long isolation during the dictatorship of Enver Hoxha,
but also during the democratic transition, myths and a historically shaped sense of threat boomed. (...)
Even in the political and cultural elite of the country, for example, there is the widespread myth of the
origin of Albanians as the “oldest people in south-eastern Europe”. Like other myths, this was and is
mainly used as a means of assertiveness against the neighbours’ prejudices.”23) In the security-political
analysis, it is one topic since “political reality and threat scenarios emerge due to language and what
interpretations are assigned to.”24) Even the revolutionary theorist Karl Marx knew that “theory itself
becomes a material force when it has seized the masses. Theory is capable of seizing the masses when
it demonstrates ad hominem; and it demonstrates ad hominem as soon as it becomes radical.”25)
Consequently, in the Western Balkans, an ethno-political creative will has been able to develop that
also has geopolitical implications, which would have a negative effect on the emergence of stability in
the region and therefore on the European blueprint for lasting security and peace. Admittedly, the
route from the conjunctive to the indicative is never straightforward in politics, but it is not impassable.

22) See Peter Schubert: Zündstoff im Konfliktfeld des Balkan, Die albanische Frage, Baden-Baden, 1997, p.15.
23) Pani Pandeli: Der Rückfall ins Nationale, https://www.dw.com/de/der-r%C3%BCckfall-ins-nationale/a-15620230 (25/9/2020).
24) Theresa Ulrich: Neue Ansätze der Sicherheitsstudien [New approaches to security studies] In: Theresa Ulrich, Thomas /Pankratz (ed.):
Neue Ansätze der Sicherheitsstudien Eine Einführung. Series of papers from the National Defence Academy Vienna, 8/2017. p.42.
25) Karl Marx: Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Law: An Introduction. In: MEW, Institute for Marxism-Leninism
at the Central Committee of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany, Berlin 1981. p.385.
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In other words, just because the probability of such a scenario and its potential damaging effect are
two unknown variables, this should not result in the assumption of a mere “black swan theory”26).

League of Prizren
An insightful analysis of the recurring discussion of the political idea of a state union for all Albanians
in the Western Balkans requires a historical outline of the first Albanian national movement, the
foundation of the Albanian nation state, the kingdom of “Greater Albania” in the Second World War,
Albania under the Hoxha regime, the Albanians in former Yugoslavia and the state of Kosovo. In view
of the huge number of events in this period, such a profile throughout history can only be provided as
a cursory overview which actually only focuses on the idea of a Greater Albanian nation state.
In the research on south-eastern Europe there is widespread consensus that the League of Prizren
marked the birth of the Albanian national movement. In their aim to establish a stable blueprint for
peace in south-eastern Europe/the Western Balkans (13 June – 13 July 1878), when distributing
territories, the major European powers showed no consideration for the populations living there and
their national minorities in the Treaty of Berlin at the Congress of Berlin.27) The host at the time,
German Chancellor Otto von Bismarck, even simply denied the existence of an Albanian nation,
although it was first mentioned by name as early as 1595.28) For him, Albania was simply a geographical
term.29) The Ottomans also did not think that an Albanian nationality existed, because they considered
religious denomination and nationality to be identical. Bismarck’s comment “did indeed correctly
reflect the actual political situation at the time; however, for the Albanians this statement represented
the general ethno-ignorance of the major powers.” 30)
Even before the Congress of Berlin, states neighbouring on Albania had already entered into alliances
with European powers and were rewarded for this with sometimes considerable territorial gains.
Taking this as an opportunity, Albanian intellectuals initiated an alliance known as the “League of
Prizren” (in Albanian Lidhja e Prizrenit) together with the most influential Muslim leaders from Kosovo,
Sandžak and modern-day West Macedonia, on 10 June 1878 in the Bajrak mosque in Prizren, Kosovo,
which is seen as the culmination of “Albanian national rebirth” (in Albanian Rilindja Kombëtare

26) See Nassim Nicholas Taleb: Der Schwarze Schwan. Die Macht höchst unwahrscheinlicher Ereignisse, Munich 2008.
27) See Henry A. Kissinger: Diplomacy . Berlin 1994, p.162.
28) See Hugo Roth: Non-Albanian Elements within the Fabric of the Albanian People. In: idem, Kosovo Origins, Belgrade 1996, chapter 4.
29) See William Norton Medlicott: Bismarck, Gladstone and the Concert of Europe. London, Cambridge University Press 1956, p.75.
30) Wulf Lapins: Der serbisch-kosovarische Konflikt, Wandel durch Annäherung? In: ÖMZ 06/2014. Vienna, p.5.
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Shqiptare) in Albanian historical scholarship.31) They demanded unrestricted autonomy for all Albanian
settlement areas within the Ottoman Empire as well as the restoration of their privileged position
(including exemption from taxes, the bearing of arms as Muslims) as compared to the Christian
population.
Only a radical group in the League demanded an Albanian national government with reference to the
right of self-determination. The administrative segmentation (in the Ottoman Empire there were four
Albanian administrative districts) in the context of a lack of a uniform Albanian alphabet,32) a low level
of urbanisation in the areas settled by Albanians, the religious separation into Roman Catholic Mirdites
(10%), the Muslim majority population (70%), Greek Orthodox believers (20%) and the ethnic-linguistic
division into the two major ethnic groups of the Gegen in nortihern Albania, Kosovo and North
Macedonia and the Tosks in southern Albania were restricting factors for the formation of an Albanian
national consciousness.

The formation of the Albanian nation state and the consequences
The end of the two Balkan wars between 1912 and 1913 was also the start of the territorial
reorganisation in the Balkans. The Ottoman Empire was forced to yield extensive areas to the
neighbouring states. The boundary that was drawn at the time is that of modern-day Turkey. Serbia’s
conquest of Kosovo in 1912 and the attempt to incorporate even occupied northern Albanian areas
into its federation failed, however, due to resistance from Austria-Hungary and its support for the
formation of an independent Albanian state with the aim of establishing a fortress against Serbia. Thus,
Austria-Hungary blocked the economically and geopolitically strategically important access to the
Adriatic coast for Serbia.33) In addition, “the Albanian state only emerged in 1912/13 in order to balance
out major power interests in the Adriatic. At this point the “Albanian question” first emerged, because
around half of the Albanian nation was living outside of the state borders”34) and was mostly under
Serbian rule, because Serbia was awarded the lion’s share of modern day Kosovo.”35) On 28 November
1912 the freedom and independence of Albania were proclaimed at a constituted Albanian national

31) See Peter Schubert, loc. cit., p.21. For criticism on the Albanian perspective, see Noel Malcolm: Kosovo - A short History, Oxford 2002,
p.2017-227. Peter Schubert, loc. cit., p.21.
32) The modern day Albanian alphabet was adopted in 1908 at the Congress of Manastir (North Macedonia).
33) See Oliver Jens Schmitt: Kosovo. Kurze Geschichte einer zentralbalkanischen Landschaft. Vienna/Cologne/Weimar 2008, p.179/180.
34) See Wolf Oschlies, loc. cit., p.14.
35) Jens Reuter: Der Traum vom Grossalbanien, https://folio.nzz.ch/1999/juni/der-traum-vom-grossalbanien (25/9/2020).
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congress with representatives from southern and central Albania.36) At the Conference of the
Ambassadors in London the major European powers Austria-Hungary, France, Great Britain, Germany,
Italy and Russia, recognised the secession of the newly formed Albanian state from the Ottoman
Empire on 16 December 1912. 37)
However, the leader of the Muslim major landowners and then new Albanian president, Ahmet Zogu,
attempted to fence in Yugoslavian influence in 1925 via a secret military agreement with the fascist
Mussolini government in order to secure his power and the urgently required investments into his
successful putsch against the liberal Fan Noli government in December 1924, which had been
accomplished with Yugoslavian support. In the context of Albanian insolvencies and the First and
Second Treaties of Tirana in 1926 (Peace and Security) and 1927 (Defence Alliance), the Western
Balkan state effectively lost its sovereignty.38) On 1 September 1928, Zogu crowned himself King of
Albania (constitutional monarchy) and maintained that his claim to power was founded on his being a
descendant of the national hero Skanderbeg. His reign ended only nine years later. His refusal to unify
Albania with Italy under the crown of Victor Emanuel III. was punished by Benito Mussolini with a
military invasion (7 April to 12 April 1939)39) and after the Albanian government had fled, an Italian
governor was imposed, who in turn appointed an Albanian puppet regime. On 15 April, on behalf of
Hitler, Reichsmarschall Göring sent Mussolini “congratulations on settling the Albanian matter.”40)

The formation of a “Greater Albania” in the Second World War
After Italy’s unsuccessful attack on Greece on 28 October 1940, Mussolini made a request for help to
Germany. The German attack on Yugoslavia and Greece then started on 6 April 1941. Shortly
afterwards, on 17 April, Yugoslavia surrendered, followed by the Greek Armed Forces one week later
on 23 April. “In the ‘new order’ in the Balkans following the German-Italian-Hungarian-Bulgarian
occupation of Yugoslavia and Greece, Italy was able to annex the previously Yugoslavian areas of
Kosovo (Kosovo field) and Metohija and a border strip in Macedonia for Albania. Thus, the territory of

36) See Michael Schmidt-Neke: Entstehung und Ausbau der Königsdiktatur in Albanien (1912-1939) Regierungsbildungen, Herrschaftsweise
und Machteliten in einem jungen Balkanstaat. Munich 1987, p.24.
37) See Robert Raymond Kritt: Die Londoner Botschafter-Konferenz 1912-1913. Dissertation, Vienna 1961.
38) See Giovanni Zamboni: Mussolinis Expansionspolitik auf dem Balkan. Italiens Albanienpolitik vom I. bis zum II. Tirana-Pakt im Rahmen
des italienisch-jugoslawischen Interessenkonflikts und der italienischen „imperialen“ Bestrebungen in Südosteuropa, Hamburg 1970.
39) See C. Peter Chen, https://ww2db.com/battle_spec.php?battle_id=160 (25/9/2020). The extent to which the Anschluss of Austria and
the German occupation of Czechoslovakia meant that Mussolini thought that Italy was now the weaker geopolitical player in the bilateral
“Pact of Steel” and he therefore attempted to even out this imbalance by intervening in Albania is still a subject that needs further
research.
40) Files on German foreign policy 1918-1945 (ADAP). Ser. D. Bd. 6. Baden-Baden 1956, Doc. no. 172 and 205.
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Albania increased by around 50%, and its constitutive people by around 75%.”41) This step created a
united Albanian territorial construct for the first time, which has not been repeated to date; and the
term “Greater Albania” was coined as an “arbitrary product of Italy and Germany”42). In November
1942, the anti-communist and nationalist Balli Kombëtar/National Front was founded in Albania with
the aim of uniting ethnic Albanians in one independent state. In addition to Albania, it was also
intended to include southern Montenegro, Kosovo, western Macedonia and the region of Epirus.43)
Following the surrender of Italy on 8 September 1943 and the invasion of German troops into Albania
on the following day, on 16 October a National Assembly approved by the new occupiers declared the
“neutrality of Albania”, revoked the constitution imposed by the Italians in 1939 and re-enforced the
one of 1928. However, the king was now replaced with a four-headed regency council, in which the
four major religious communities of the country were represented.”44) The new Albanian state only
had a functional significance for German military interests. For example, the government of the
German Reich in Berlin only commenced formal diplomatic relations with Tirana after much halfhearted toing and froing on 12 July 1944 and only recognised the legal status as “relative
sovereignty”.45) In order to expand and further consolidate the support in the Albanian population,
also the German successors always (purely in the interests of political power) confirmed the national
Albanian identity and an ethnically homogeneous Greater Albania.46)

Albania on the chessboard between Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union
The further political configuration of a “Greater Albania” was not pursued by the Yugoslav Partisans.
It is true that the prospect of the unification of Kosovo and Albania was presented at the Conference
of Bujan (31 December 1943 – 2 January 1944). However, this was only a tactic to mobilise the

41) Christoph Stamm: Zur deutschen Besetzung Albaniens 1943-1944, file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/[21966850%20%20Milit%C3%A4rgeschichtliche%20Zeitschrift]%20Zur%20deutschen%20Besetzung%20Albaniens%201943%E2%80%941944.pdf p.100.
(25/9/2020).
42) p.176. “Officially the area was an Italian occupation zone, but it was actually Greater Albania, over which the Albanians presided as in a
sovereign state, including the right to bear arms, their own police and voluntary army as well as the barely limited opportunity to expel
Serbs and Montenegrins.” Wolf Oschlies, loc. cit. p.13.
43) After the end of the Enver Hoxha dictatorship, the nationalist faction Partia Balli Kombëtar was set up closely following the ideological
tradition of the Balli Kombëtar at that time.
44) Christoph Stamm, loc. cit. p.103.
45) Files on German foreign policy 1918-1945 (ADAP), E, vol. 7, no. 193.
46) See Oliver Jens Schmitt, loc. cit. p.213.
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Kosovan-Albanian population for the anti-fascist fight against the occupation forces.47) Implementation
would not have been feasible due to the expected Serbian resistance.
The Albanian “unified state” dissolved again after the end of the German occupation on 29 November
1944, and the situation that had existed before the war was restored. As a preliminary solution, in
September 1945 Kosovo was declared an autonomous region within the Serbian constituent republic
in order to create a balance between the Yugoslavian nations and to counteract Serbian domination
within the Yugoslavian Federation.48) There was meant to be a final agreement after the intended
consolidation of the socialist systems in Albania and Yugoslavia within the “Balkan Federation” in 1948.
Stalin gave his consent.49) This would have solved the complex and complicated Kosovo problem.
Nevertheless, a Balkan entity of this kind under Tito’s leadership would have meant political power
competition for the Soviet Union. The Yalta Conference (4 February 1945 – 11 February 1945) decided,
very much in the interests of the USSR, on the segmentation of the Western Balkans into influence
zones, thereby preventing the realisation of Balkan unification.50)
Due to Stalin’s successful clandestine exploitation of the Albanian communist leader Enver Hoxha,
turning him away from Tito and much more towards Moscow, differences of opinion between the
leadership of the Yugoslavian communists and those of the Soviet big brother intensified. The conflict
between Tito and Stalin about Albania culminated in the Yugoslav-Soviet split and in the exclusion of
Yugoslavia from the Cominform in June 1948.51) The integration of Albania and ultimately the
unification of all Albanians under the leadership of Yugoslavia was therefore off the political table, and
the closure of the border between Yugoslavia and Albania was to divide the Albanian communities for
over 40 years.52)

Tirana meanders around the all-Albanian question ...
In the four decades of his totalitarian rule, Enver Hoxha’s political paranoia about loss of power
manifested itself in the brutal stabilisation of his regime via the country’s rigid self-isolation (from
1978). From then on, Tirana also exercised only rhetorical criticism of the situation of the Albanians in
47) See Wolfgang Petritsch/Karl Kaser/Robert Pichler, Kosovo Kosova. Mythen, Daten, Fakten. Klagenfurt 1999, p.134.
48) See Wolfgang Petritsch et al., loc. cit., p.135.
49) See Milovan Djilas (1962): Gespräche mit Stalin. Frankfurt am Main 1962, p.224.
50) See Peter Schubert: Zündstoff im Konfliktfeld des Balkan. Die albanische Frage. Baden-Baden 1997, p.24.
51) See Zeljiko Brkic: Ökonomische Ursachen des Zerfalls Jugoslawiens und der Transformationsprozess in Kroatien 1990-2000, thesis 2010
University of Trier, FB IV, VWL, p.26, as well as Jens Hacker: Der Ostblock, Baden-Baden 1983, p.392-402.
52) See Wulf Lapins, loc. cit., p.6.
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Yugoslavian Kosovo in order to prevent an open conflict with Belgrade, which was superior in both
economic and military terms. The isolation of communist Albania from the rest of the world and the
under-developed areas populated by Albanians in Yugoslavia were anything but conducive to thoughts
of unification with territories inhabited by Albanians (particularly Kosovo) in Yugoslavia. A situation of
that kind offered no realistic basis for pursuing Greater Albanian ambitions. The final chapter of
communist rule was opened in 1990 with a student uprising and was later symbolically and publicly
staged, when the statue of Enver Hoxha was torn down in Tirana on 20 February 1991. 53) With the end
of the communist system, the unresolved Albanian question returned to public consciousness and was
politically exploited.

The conservatives
In this regard, political analysts also attributed the election victory of the conservative Democratic
Party/DP of Albania in the early parliamentary elections on 22 March 1992 to the political election
rhetoric of Sali Berisha, who had co-founded the party on the grounds of the University of Tirana in
December 1990. During the dictatorship, he was party secretary of the Faculty of Medicine and Enver
Hoxha’s personal doctor. In the election campaign, he passed the buck for the loss of Kosovo in the
past to the ruling socialist parties and hinted at a potential union of Albania with Kosovo.54) One year
later, now as Albanian President, he made the following cryptic statement in a speech: “We Albanians
are seven million people, divided into five countries. We practice self-restraint, which is not a sign of
fear or indecision, but rather a sign of strength.” “The five countries were Albania, Serbia, Montenegro,
Macedonia and Greece.”55) On another occasion, in March 1992, he expressed support for an “Albania
unification” of the areas populated by Albanians.56)
Following international pressure, Berisha not only held back with making ideological statements about
Greater Albania, but also publicly revised his previous position by stating: “the concept of a greater
Albania is not considered in serious Albanian political circles”.57) He was actually acting like the French
Minister of the Interior Léon Gambetta after the forced surrender of Alsace-Lorraine following the
French defeat in 1871, “toujours y penser, jamais en parler” – always think about it, never speak of it.
His answer in an interview with the newspaper FAZ two days before the Kosovan declaration of

53) See Elez Biberaj: Albania In Transition. The Rocky Road To Democracy. New York/London 1999, p.63-65.
54) See Michael Schwelien: The desire of many Albanians for reunification into a “Greater Albania” is dangerously alive,
https://www.zeit.de/1992/48/die-ehre-im-kosovo-zu-sterben (25/9/2020.)
55) Jens Reuter, loc. cit.
56) See Wolfgang Petritsch et al., loc. cit., p.191. See also: BBC, SWB, EE/1336, B/3, 23 March 1992.
57) Radio Tirana Network/Bujku, December 19, 1992.
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independence (17 February 2008) and in response to the question of whether the unification of Albania
and Kosovo would not be logical was very much in this spirit: “The Albanians in Kosovo have fought for
their independence. Movements for unification with Albania only got a few hundred votes in both
Pristina and Tirana. I see no potential for the unification of the two countries. Today, it is true that
everyone in Albania wants Kosovo to be independent. And for the future, we want to be united in the
European Union.”58) Following diplomatic pressure from the USA59), Berisha afterwards exercised selfdiscipline when speaking.
However, the pan-Albanian momentum was only temporarily contained and won out again at a special
government meeting on 28 November 2012 on the 100-year anniversary of Albanian independence
when he said, “All Albanians who want Albanian citizenship will get it.”60) He also made his intentions
public shortly afterwards by stating, “I am able to inform Albanians that the government will be
drafting a law that intends to grant Albanian citizenship to all Albanians, regardless of where they live.
Scattered throughout various countries, the Albanians see themselves as brothers due to their shared
genes, culture and identity, united by their dream of Europe”.61) In particular because he explicitly
appealed to Albanians “from Preveza to Presevo, from Skopje to Podgorica”, his assurances
immediately caused understandable concerns about a clandestine prelude to a Greater Albania. This
is because “Skopje and Podgorica are the capital cities of Macedonia and Montenegro.”62) The fact that
the Albanian unification process that was hoped for and aspired to according to Berisha would
ultimately only take place in the “European fold” as part of EU membership for the Western Balkans
nonetheless did not help to ease tensions. This is because “what will happen if the “European fold” is
no longer receptive? Will the Albanians in the poorest part of Europe renounce the project of national
unification in the frame of the EU if it transpires that nothing will come of EU integration of the
countries of the Western Balkans? Betting on a peaceful unification of the Albanians means banking
on the expansion of the EU in the foreseeable future.”63)

58) Michael Martens: Albanien und das Kosovo sind erst in der EU vereint, https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/ausland/interview-albanienund-das-kosovo-sind-erst-in-der-eu-vereint-1513990.html (25/9/2020).
59) See Public Library of US Diplomacy, Berisha: Flirting with Greater Albania? https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/09TIRANA686_a.html
(25/9/2020).
60) Armando Babani: Tirana: Staatsbürgerschaft für alle ethnischen Albaner, https://www.diepresse.com/1320365/tiranastaatsburgerschaft-fur-alle-ethnischen-albaner (25/9/2020).
61) Ibidem. In response to political pressure from the EU, however, Berisha had to withdraw the offer of passports for the Kosovan
Albanians.
62) Ibidem.
63) Andrej Ivanji: Der albanische Traum, https://taz.de/Debatte-Balkan/!5076407/ (25/9/2020).
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Dilemma of the EU Western Balkans policy
However, the EU delays, hesitates and proceeds with caution. Why? Does Brussels no longer take
Thessaloniki’s promise from 21 June 2003 (“The future of the Balkan countries lies in the European
Union”) seriously? It is particularly about North Macedonia and Albania. In the opinion of the EU
Commission, EU Parliament and ex-EU Council President Donald Tusk, both countries have fulfilled all
of the conditions for starting accession negotiations with the EU. However, French President
Emmanuel Macron is blocking an accession process. The Netherlands and Denmark second the
rejection of starting accession talks, but without taking such a strong stance as Macron. His “no” is
motivated by domestic political concerns in view of the right-wing populist opposition and their
warning of potential “mass immigration”. He bases his arguments on concerns about large numbers of
asylum seekers from Albania. But the facts are against him. According to Eurostat, in 2019 only 8,010
people from Albania applied for asylum in France for the first time.64)
And so, it appears that the further the prospect of accession to the EU recedes into the distance, the
more some Albanian politicians seem to be inclined to fall for the Greater Albanian dream because
they are not able to demonstrate any noteworthy political successes and also have not been able to
present any credible promises and forecasts for an immediate future in the EU. In addition, they can
rely on a broad social undercurrent. As early as 2010, a survey conducted by the polling institute Gallup
and the European Fund for the Balkans showed that 62% of Albanians in Albania, 81% of Albanians in
Kosovo and 51.9% of the population of Albanian origin in Macedonia (now North Macedonia) would
support the creation of a “Greater Albania”, whereas support for a Greater Albanian nation consisting
just of Albania and Kosovo, i.e. without North Macedonia, was only expressed by 33.7% of Albanians
in Albania, 29.2% in Kosovo and 7.2% in North Macedonia.65)
However, there were also conservative top politicians such as President Bujar Nishani (2012 – 2017),
who made clear statements, which did not allow for further speculation, in order to attempt to
counteract the language of executive politics by saying, “Albania does not have any open problem with

64) eurostat press release https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/10554404/3-20032020-AP-DE.pdf/7b6f8e0b-96cb-f61b764e-7d7b9f4a1576 (25/11/2020).
65) Besar Likmeta: Poll Reveals Support for ‘Greater Albania’, https://balkaninsight.com/2010/11/17/survey-greater-albania-remainspopular/ (25/9/2020).
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any of the regional states. Particularly Albania and the Albanians have never had interests which
threaten the integrity of negboring [sic!] countries.”66)

The Socialist Party
However, from a political perspective the idea of unification seemed to be solely based in the Albanian
conservative political elite.67) The Socialist Party, which is the successor of the DP and has had a
parliamentary majority since 1997, postulated that a Greater Albania was not on its political agenda.68)
Even the former socialist Prime Minister, Fatos Nano, argued within this ideological cosmos when
demanding closer political and economic connectivity of the Albanians in the Western Balkans in a
Reuters interview in early December 1999, however with the explicit indication that this would not
imply any boundary adjustments. He believed that granting greater mobility would mean justified
opportunities to ward off nationalist endeavours for a Greater Albania. “The emphasis should be on
promoting free movement between peoples of Albania, Macedonia and Kosovo, which would help to
avert pressure from ideas associated with greater Albania. It is all about creating new ways of coexistence, firstly amongst Albanians, so that we are seen as emancipated and democratic and a factor
for stability in the Balkans.”69)
Probably due to international pressure, in 2001 then Foreign Minister Paskal Milo published an official
brief publication from his ministry, which included the key sentences: “The platform of a “Greater
Albania” is not popular in Albania. This does not mean that the Albanians of Albania are less
nationalistic than others or that they do not want close relations with their compatriots in other
countries. There is no connection between the two. (…) In the official policy of the Government of
Albania there is not, nor has there been, any reference to or any aim at the creation of a “Greater
Albania”. On the contrary, there have been clear and unequivocal statements that such an idea is
counterproductive and contrary to the objectives of Albania to be integrated into a United Europe.”70)

66) Lieutenant Colonel Arjan Hilaj: The Albanian National Question and the Myth of Greater Albania, p.24
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a589332.pdf, (25/9/2020) negboring countries is written as quoted and not as neighbouring
countries.
67) During the DP period in government from 1992-1997, the nationalist Partia Balli Kombëtar repeatedly attempted to put political
pressure on the political administration concerning the Kosovo question. See James Pettifer/Miranda Vickers, Albania. From Anarchy to
Balkan Identity, New York, 2000, p.155.
68) See RFE/RL Newsline, 13 April 2001.
69) International Crisis Group, Pan-Albanianism: How Big a Threat to Balkan Stability? https://www.files.ethz.ch/isn/97315/04_May.pdf
S.12 (25/9/2020).
70) Paskal Milo: Greater Albania-Between Fiction and Reality. Published by the Albanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2001.
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After Kosovo's unilateral declaration of independence on 17 February 200871), political tensions with
Serbia seemed to have finally been politically-diplomatically contained by the agreement reached on
19 April 2013, mediated by the EU, on the principles of bilateral normalisation72), with the long-term
goal of EU accession for both states. However, it transpired that the healing process under this sticking
plaster would be very protracted. For example, at the qualifier for the European championship
between Serbia and Albania in Belgrade in October 2014 a flag was hoisted with the help of a drone.
It bore the outline of a Greater Albanian realm, the lettering “autochthonous”/native and the date of
Albanian independence as well as the portraits of the former Albanian nationalist leaders Isa Boletini
and Ismail Qemali. This provocative action caused an uproar.73) Just before that, thousands in the
stadium had loudly chanted about wanting death to Albanians. The game had to be abandoned and a
previously agreed meeting of Aleksandar Vucic and Edi Rama, the first visit of an Albanian head of
government to Serbia for 68 years, was postponed until November. The whole situation escalated
almost to a national crisis when the brother of the Albanian prime minister was arrested by Serbian
security forces on suspicion of being the potential drone operator in the VIP lounge.74)
In an interview with the FAZ shortly afterwards, in view of the fact that Tirana was internationally
closely monitored as to how it assessed the events in Belgrade, the head of the Albanian government
attempted to de-escalate by strictly denying any pan-Albanian ambitions in particular and stating,
“Greater Albania is mainly a primal fear of the Serbs, and it occasionally also appears in other
neighbouring countries or is picked up by one or the other foreign journalist who thinks that he has
discovered a great truth if he talks about Greater Albania. But that is where the story ends. Greater
Albania is not our project, just as the bit of cloth covered with Albanian symbols that fluttered above
the stadium in Belgrade isn’t our flag or the flag of any other Albania that we are allegedly planning. It
is also not true that Greater Albanian parties are getting stronger. In Albania there is one party that is
going in this direction, but it did not even get 1% of the votes in the parliamentary election and
dissolved like a grain of salt in water. Our real project is a greater Europe, not a Greater Albania. (...)
Greater Albania is a myth that is kept alive by those who want to use it against the Albanians.”75)

71) See Kosovo erklärt sich für unabhängig, https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ausland/pristina-kosovo-erklaert-sich-fuer-unabhaengig-a535810.html (25/9/2020).
72) See German Bundestag, http://dipbt.bundestag.de/doc/btd/17/142/1714287.pdf (25/9/2020).
73) See Albanian-Serbian football scandal 2014, https://www.google.com/search?q=Albanisch%20serbischer%20Fussballeklat%202014&tbm=isch&tbs=rimg:CTrhIZbBPp_1YYQCOfZDMYlUi&hl=de&sa=X&ved=0CBsQuIIBahcKEwio26i8l
bLsAhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQBw&biw=1519&bih=722 (25/9/2020).
74) See Thomas Roser: Fußball als Ersatzkrieg, https://www.zeit.de/sport/2014-10/serbien-albanien-em-qualifikationabbruch/komplettansicht (25/9/2020).
75) Großalbanien ist nicht unser Projekt, https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/ausland/interview-mit-ministerpraesident-edi-rama13220050.html (25/9/2020).
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With a perspective taken from a bigger time distance and therefore with more knowledge of contexts
and backgrounds, Sali Berisha’s pan-Albanian rhetoric, which was not explicitly expressed but intended
to be perceived as such by his followers, may be seen as having had less of a stringent nationalistic
objective and actually more of a tactical domestic policy dimension that aims at safeguarding power.
The same will also have to be assumed for Edi Rama. Neither of these two top politicians is a nationalist
in disguise. However, their national patriotic/nationalistic language inspires significant groups of voters
whom it easily impresses. These voters even accept that the Greater Albanian stereotype is thus
reinforced in the neighbouring states, which react by being scandalised; however, it allows them in
turn to stylise themselves as the victims of allegations.
In the June 2017 election campaign, Rama, just like Berisha in his day, expertly played with the panAlbanian marked EU card. “If all countries, in which Albanians live, belong to the EU, then everyone
will be united. Or even without Europe – because then according to him ‘different ways’ would be
found.”76) The message was directed inwards: He and his socialist party were the new Lord Privy Seal
of the Albanian question. It was simultaneously also a clear announcement to Brussels that further
delay of the accession process would imply negative consequences in the Western Balkans.
Two years before this, however, his government had already established facts which broke a previously
existing taboo. In March 2015, there was an ostentatiously staged meeting of the Albanian and
Kosovan governments under the slogan “One country – one people – one dream” (in Albanian Një tokë
- Një popull - Një ëndërr) and numerous agreements were signed between the two countries.
Increased meetings such as this, often in the form of joint unions staged for the media, which have
been observed since 2014, exhibit little substantial content upon closer inspection and are no more
than a “nationalistic show”. 77) And the “show must go on”. At an election campaign event in June 2017,
he said that a unification of all Albanians of Albania and Kosovo in one country was unavoidable.78) The
Kosovan President Hashim Thaçi concurred, emphasising that if the EU did not stick to its agreements,
then there would no longer be anything standing in the way of a unification of Albania, Kosovo and the
Albanian-dominated south of Serbia.79) On 18 February 2018, during the celebrations marking the
tenth anniversary of Kosovan independence, Rama calculatingly played with fire again, when he spoke

76) Der riskante Traum von Großalbanien, https://www.welt.de/politik/ausland/article165855190/Der-riskante-Traum-vonGrossalbanien.html (25/10/2020).
77) See Gjergi Erebara: Albania’s Nationalist Show, https://balkaninsight.com/2015/03/25/albania-s-nationalist-show-all-bark-and-no-bite/
(25/9/2020).
78) See Andrew Rettmann/Ekrem Krasniqi, EU says Albania comment on Kosovo unification “not acceptable”,
https://euobserver.com/foreign/128273 (25/9/2020).
79) See Andreas Ernst: Alle Albaner in einem Land, https://www.nzz.ch/international/alle-albaner-in-einem-land-ld.1288438 (25/9/2020).
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about pan-Albania, calling for a union between Albania and Kosovo, which could be achieved via a
common foreign and security policy, a shared education system and a joint president, if not in a
foreseeable period then definitely in the future.80)
Response from the neighbouring countries was quick. In any such case, the Bosnian Serbs wanted to
drive forward the secession of their Serbian Republic (Republika Srpska) from the Bosnian nation state
and join with the mother republic of Serbia, and the Bosnian Croats in turn demanded accession to
Croatia. In addition, the North Macedonian-Albanian forces would then also be given a motivational
boost to demand the division of North Macedonia and also the integration of parts of the country
mainly populated by Albanians into a Greater Albanian state. The competition between the European
and the nationalist perspective had already been on in Macedonia, as it was then still called, in 2015.
The armed clashes between the security forces there and radical Albanians in the north of the country
in May claimed 22 lives.81) Edi Rama had previously encouraged Albanian politicians in Macedonia to
make further demands from their own government than had previously been made in the area of
minority rights. Macedonian nationalists in turn sensed that this was the prelude to a division of the
country and in view of the Greater Albanian rhetoric also an intermediate step towards the creation
of a Greater Albania.82)
International observers, on the other hand, saw the appointments in 2019 of Gent Cakaj and Besa
Shahini, who both come from Kosovo, as Deputy Albanian Foreign Minister and Education Minister
respectively, only as a “symbolic decision” that would not imply any political influence in Kosovo.83)
Such political moves are Albanian brinkmanship in the Western Balkans with its dominant culture
hostile to compromise, autocratic elites, disillusioned, emotionally inflammable populations in
traditional heroic societies and, above all, prevailing stereotypical victim narratives.84)
In a follow-up AMJ article (issue 4/2021) the two authors will discuss the function and weighting of
Albanian Kosovo in the context of the idea of Greater Albania, and will look into the question of who

80) See Adelheid Wölfl: Albaniens Premier will einen Präsidenten für sein Land und Kosovo,
https://www.derstandard.de/story/2000074533176/albaniens-premier-will-gemeinsamen-praesidenten-fuer-sein-land-und-kosovo
(25/9/2020).
81) See ZEIT online, Dutzende Tote bei Feuergefechten mit UCK, https://www.zeit.de/gesellschaft/zeitgeschehen/2015-05/mazedonienkumanovo-22-verletzte-gefechte (25/9/2020).
82) See Andreas Ernst: Kein Ende der Ethno-Politik in Mazedonien, https://www.nzz.ch/international/die-albanische-plattform-zementiertdie-voelkische-politik-kein-ende-der-ethno-politik-in-mazedonien-ld.139955 (25/9/2020).
83) See Andreas Reich: Der Machterhalt, nicht grossalbanische Strategien sind das Ziel von Edi Rama,
https://www.nzz.ch/international/albanien-ministerpraesident-edi-ramas-grossalbanische-ideen-ld.1468425?reduced=true (25/9/2020).
84) See NWZ online, Am Pulverfass Balkan droht ein neuer Schwelbrand, https://www.nwzonline.de/am-pulverfass-balkan-droht-einneuer-schwelbrand_a_11,5,851152805.html , (25/9/2020).
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its intellectual supporters and drivers are. They will present a brief contemporary outline of the Greater
Albanian and pan-Albanian manifestations in southern Serbia and Macedonia/North Macedonia and
finally discuss the problem of a Serbian-Kosovan land swap.
(to be continued)
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Looking back 50 years: the letter by the 1,700
Peter Corrieri
In the early 1970s, the letter by the 1,700 was a political outrage, at a time that was not short of
emotions anyway. It was the first and only time that the officers of the Austrian Armed Forces appealed
directly to the political leadership and the legislators and expressed their specialist opinion on an
intended amendment of the Defence Act without using official channels.
The letter was not, as has been repeatedly but incorrectly claimed, intended to prevent the reduction
of universal military service to six months, which had already been accepted by all political parties. In
fact, we raised our voices in order to point out that there were hardly any accompanying measures
and preconditions provided for the reasonable build-up of ready reserve and ready reaction forces.
The following article is essentially an excerpt from the book “Der Brief der 1.700 - Demokratischer
Offizierswiderstand gegen politischen Populismus” [The letter by the 1,700 – democratic officer
resistance against political populism], which was published in 2013 as volume 21 of the “Schriften zur
Geschichte des Österreichischen Bundesheeres” [Publications on the history of the Austrian Armed
Forces] by the General Staff and the Museum of Military History.
As almost half a century has elapsed since the “letter”, it seems necessary to first give an overview of
the development of the armed forces up to the start of the 1970s. The author of this article is himself
a member of the “Gschwandtner” graduation class of 1961 and the fifth general staff course.

Background information up to the National Council elections in 1970
Initial preparatory work and framework planning for armed forces of the once again sovereign Republic
of Austria started soon after the end of the Second World War. However, in December 1945 the Allied
Council prohibited any kind of military activity, so that subsequently there were only discussions about
the size and armament of future Austrian Armed Forces. The need for such forces was always beyond
doubt; however, the idea of a professional army prevailed.
With the establishment of the B-Gendarmerie, for the first time, definite preparations were made for
not being completely helpless in the face of external threats after a state treaty. The Defence Act of 7
September 1955 created Austrian Armed Forces which did indeed require a very short national service
lasting eight and a half months, but no subsequent exercises and was provided with “start-up capital”
in the form of weapons and equipment for a division by the USA. The other former occupying powers
also provided Austria with various armament products, although to a much lesser extent.
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The initial budgets for national defence therefore primarily had to cover the personnel costs and the
expenses for accommodation and food for the soldiers, as well as operating expenses. In the following
years and until the present day, it was no longer possible to give appropriate consideration/financing
to the increasingly expensive investments.
From a conceptual and organisational perspective, the shield-sword theory was applied. The shield
included border protection and the security units set up within the country in order to allow for a rapid
counter-attack without protracted mobilisation by the operational brigades – the sword. The focus
was therefore placed on the greatest possible operational readiness of the armed forces in order to be
able to immediately repel an attack.
The organisation required for this purpose was established successively. By 1962, the Austrian Armed
Forces had three groups with nine brigades, army troops and an air force.
Out of the nine operational brigades, with one per federal province, the four “summer brigades”
received their conscripts in April and the five “winter brigades” obtained theirs in October. In addition,
there were also small bridging contingents for the three “empty” months. As the brigades were not
operational during the three-month basic training, there were only four or, respectively, five large units
available and ready for operation. However, only about 50% of the strength as required by the
organisational plan were usually reached because there was neither enough personnel nor were there
enough conscripts.
The organisational framework was therefore too big, even in view of the respective budget and the
much too short national service. In spite of all reservations, mobilisation provisions soon had to be
made so that the units could be brought to full fighting strength regarding personnel. This in turn
contradicted the concept of immediate operational readiness. The additional vehicles required for
mobile warfare could only be provided when they were rented, which was highly problematic. As the
country’s own air force was not fit for fighting, hopes were held for support from abroad in the event
of aggression.
As this situation was seen as being increasingly unsatisfactory and hazardous, a fundamental
restructuring of the Austrian Armed Forces was undertaken in 1962. The nine operational brigades
were reduced to seven, with a simultaneous reduction of unit strength. At the same time, training
battalions were set up which were intended to carry out the basic training and to mobilise in the event
of operations.
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The conscripts were enlisted on four different dates per year from 1963 onwards. Out of the eightand-a-half-month service period, they had to serve for two and a half months in their training unit and
six months in the operational units.
One military command was set up for each federal province and would deal with specific tasks such as
territorial defence including border protection and provisions for mobilisation. This was intended to
take the strain off the brigades.
Besides undisputed improvements such as the separation of territorial administration from
operational tasks, permanently fully staffed operational brigades and battalions, improvements
regarding mobilisation etc., there was no change in the fundamental problem: not enough money, not
enough trained soldiers, national service was too short, and increasingly serious shortages of materiel,
supplies and infrastructure.
In addition, valuable training personnel often transferred into the newly formed staffs for career
reasons, thus producing a shortage with the troops, which had a negative impact on the training
quality. Furthermore, the level of key personnel was constantly on the decrease, which was primarily
attributed to the need for workers in the rapidly developing economy.
There were definitely also positive developments in this phase. Mobilisation became more important
and the framework conditions improved. The two day- inspections/instructions introduced in 1962
were extended to four days per year in 1966, and from 1969 onwards, they were then combined into
a single eight-day exercise every two years, which was very close to real weapons training. In addition,
and surprisingly, even a Military Service Act was adopted, which at least regulated civilian services in
important sub-areas. In the crucial field of transport, however, due to fear of the reaction from the
powerful automobile associations ÖAMTC and ARBÖ, government consisting only of the Austrian
People’s Party (ÖVP) did not risk implementing this act accordingly for the provision of civilian vehicles.
In addition, there was a rapid expansion of territorial and ready reserve units. Irrespective of this, the
military leadership favoured the “permanently operationally ready units of the Austrian Armed
Forces”. That was because of their profound conviction that in the event of a threat the political
leadership, no matter which party it was provided by, would either not order a mobilisation or would
act much too late and not to a sufficient extent. Therefore, however, the forces that were available
needed to suffice. The events of 1968 (Czechoslovakia crisis) and 1991 (Slovenia operation) at least
provided impressive confirmation of this opinion.
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In 1968, due to the financial situation another reduction of the organisational framework was required,
known as the “shutdown of the third companies”. This was intended to achieve a consolidation of key
personnel as well as partially also materiel for the remaining active companies of the battalions and to
save budgetary funds, whilst at the same time retaining them as units that could be mobilised.
In this increasingly dramatic situation for national defence, the Socialist Party of Austria (SPÖ), which
had suffered severely from the election defeat in March 1966 and the first non-participation in
government since 1945, got a new party chairman with Dr Bruno Kreisky and discovered the Austrian
Armed Forces as a lucrative campaign issue. According to their party manifesto, the socialists were
indeed always in favour of effective defence of the Republic of Austria, but in their opinion compulsory
military service needed to be kept short enough to be compatible with the training required.
Within the party there were soon various concepts for the reduction of military service, in particular
the Rösch plan of 1963/64. Then junior minister Otto Rösch proposed reducing regular military service
to six and a half months and transitioning to a ready reserve force. In addition, he specified numerous
accompanying measures and requirements, such as 42 days of weapons training, amended fitness
criteria, a tax as a substitute for military service, a comprehensive Mobilisation Act etc.
For the campaign for the National Council election on 1 March 1970, the Rösch plan was taken up,
however the “six months is enough” slogan reduced the junior minister’s proposal once again and even
the original addition of “except for technical services” quickly disappeared. The required
accompanying measures were not mentioned at all.
In the election, the Socialist Party became the party with the most votes and seats.

Background
When Austria regained is sovereignty with the state treaty of 1955, it entered into a number of serious
international obligations, the effects of which had either been completely miscalculated or consciously
blocked out from the beginning. The stipulations in the Moscow Memorandum “(...)perpetually
adopting neutrality following the Swiss model” and in the Neutrality Act, a part of the constitution
saying that “Austria will maintain and defend its perpetual neutrality with all of the means at its
disposal”, speak for themselves, but they all too soon did not impress anyone in Austria any more. The
resulting serious financial underfunding of the Austrian Armed Forces was therefore the decisive
element for all measures taken by the political and military leadership, and ultimately for all reforms
that were condemned to fail and obviously also for the assessment of Austria’s resilience by other
countries.
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This was indeed generally known by the public, but irrespective of this, it was expected that there
would be fully operational armed forces. This discrepancy between reality and unjustified optimism
became obvious both during the operation in the Czechoslovakia crisis of 1968 and in the major “bear
paw” autumn manoeuvre of 1969. The latter was intended to demonstrate that the defence of infantry
forces against a mechanised enemy in the tank-favouring and tank-inhibiting pre-alpine area of
western Lower Austria required a number of prerequisites, such as a strong and extensive anti-tank
forces, effective artillery support, appropriate air protection and air support – in principle just matters
of course.
The progression and the result of the major exercise unsurprisingly supplied the respective evidence,
but no improvements of the serious identified deficiencies were made. In the ongoing campaign for
the National Council election on 1 March 1970 there was soon talk of another failure of the Austrian
Armed Forces. In order to recover, there were thoughts of simply putting a stop to the “idling in the
Austrian Armed Forces” and therefore reducing national service, which was very short in any case,
from eight and a half months to six.

Idling in the Austrian Armed Forces – reality and political legend
Against none of the accusations ever levelled against the Austrian Armed Forces was one more helpless
than against that of idling.85) This was primarily related to the subtle degeneration of the term in
domestic politics, where it was soon recognised that it could be used as a cheap but publicly effective
criticism of the Austrian Armed Forces and that this could be used as political capital.
The cause for idling in the factual sense was generally known anyway in the early years of the Austrian
Armed Forces. The serious lack of resources of all kinds in particular meant that conscripts had to be
put to use for work and activities that had nothing to do with the intended training. Such activities
included, for example, building and renovation work on the accommodations and other military
objects, highway and road building, agricultural maintenance of the barracks and numerous other
auxiliary activities for which there were no money and civilian personnel available. In addition,
problems also undoubtedly occurred here and there with supervision due to the pressing lack of key
personnel.
Some garrisons set up platoons that only did such work as referred to above, which was governed by
a decree by the Federal Ministry of Defence. Where this was not the case, the non-military activities

85) The statements in this chapter are essentially taken from volume 23 of the series of papers on the history of the Austrian Armed
Forces, Peter Corrieri: “Die Pläne des Staatssekretärs Otto Rösch” [The plans of junior minister Otto Rösch] ed. by the Federal Armed Forces
General Staff, Vienna 2019.
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could amount to up to a third of the total national service of the conscripts, and even more than that
in isolated cases.
In the beginning, there was understanding for this approach because the work mentioned above was
necessary and had to be done by someone. A little later it was the conscripts themselves who
expanded the term idling with their reports and stories. Ultimately, increasingly often all activities that
were not purely military, such as working in offices, clothing rooms or in the kitchen, were seen as
pointless and therefore considered as idling.
In addition, there was the fact that the young Austrian Armed Forces intended to strengthen their
image as a “friend and helper” by lending different kinds of support to the civilian sector. Treading the
pistes for important ski races, support at public festivals and similar occasions, help with the harvest
because potatoes and turnips would otherwise have rotted, and many other similar things were gladly
accepted and celebrated in the media.
The soldiers used for such tasks therefore hardly experienced a “true military” environment any longer
and felt that they were being abused as cheap labour.
This situation was exacerbated by the major restructuring of 1962, when training and operational units
were separated. For the first third of their service period, the conscripts now underwent elaborately
organised and strict training and were then sent to an operational unit. There, depending on their role,
things were generally much quieter. The soldiers were used for numerous deployments and other
necessary work in the final third of their military service because they had already been trained.
However, some of the recruits thought that the repetition and consolidation of the weapons training
was an unnecessary waste of time and, accordingly, “idling”.
Opinion polls made at that time confirmed a considerable decline in the support for national defence
between the enlisting of the young soldiers and their demobilisation. This was also recognised at an
early stage by persons with political and military responsibility, but they could do nothing to remedy
the causes (not enough money and not enough personnel, particularly civilian personnel). The Austrian
Armed Forces were dependent on the unpaid work of the recruits and put up with the young soldiers’
declining willingness to serve. The possible political effects were definitely underestimated.
As already identified, there was understanding in politics for this emergency situation in the early
phase of the Austrian Armed Forces. For example, in 1964 then junior minister Otto Rösch86) succinctly
86) Otto Rösch, 24 March 1917 – 3 November 1995, was a junior minister in the Ministry of Defence from 19 October 1959 to 19 April 1966
and Minister of Defence from 8 June 1977 to 25 May 1983.
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and correctly said, “As the army has neither the personnel nor the resources that it needs today, the
much-criticised idling occurs.”
However, this insight could not prevent the political exploitation of the “idling” by the Socialist Party
in particular. The soon emerging populist formula of “current service period minus idling equals
justified service period” proved popular with the young electorate and resulted directly in the “six
months is enough” campaign, which ultimately had a significant influence on the result of the National
Council election in March 1970.
The Minister of Defence87) as well as the top military commanders in the Ministry and with the troops
could do nothing that was publicly effective to counteract this development. Even the argument (which
was mostly only used internally anyway) that it did not matter what the conscript did during national
service and that it was just important that he was available and ready for an operation in his unit, failed
to be persuasive.
The amendment of the Defence Act in 1971 then not only left no stone unturned for the armed forces,
it also gave the “idling soldiers” the name “system maintainers”. This meant that the discussion about
idling abruptly disappeared, even though the reasons for it continued to exist unchanged and idling
therefore still existed – it was just no longer of interest politically and therefore for the media.

A pre-election promise needs to be kept
As there was no consensus in the coalition negotiations with the Austrian People’s Party after the
election win, and the Freedom Party of Austria (FPÖ) had already excluded working with the Socialists,
Kreisky formed a minority government that was sworn in by President Franz Jonas on 1 April 1970. In
the government policy statement, it was announced that the government “will appoint a commission
that will be tasked with developing reform proposals for the structure of the Austrian Armed Forces
with the aim of reducing regular national service from nine to six months...”.
Appointing a reform commission and further maintaining permanently operationally ready units of the
Austrian Armed Forces went back to a demand by the People’s Party, which wanted to avoid an
isolated consideration of the term of service. Kreisky complied with this because, after all, he needed
the support of the opposition in order to pass the already announced amendment of the Defence Act
in parliament.

87) The Minister of Defence was Dr Georg Prader, the responsible junior minister was Otto Rösch.
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The Austrian Armed Forces Reform Commission held its constitutive meeting on 15 May 1970 and
consisted of military specialists, representatives of interest groups and youth associations, the officer
and NCO associations and the political parties. It was chaired (nominally) by Defence Minister Johann
Freihsler, the chairman being undersecretary Dr Franz Sailler, Head of Section II (Personnel
Management) at the Ministry of Defence.
From the outset there were considerable differences within the commission and with the government,
because Kreisky repeatedly indicated that the commission was only about implementing the six-month
service period as of 1 January 1971. The majority of the commission members, however, were of the
opinion that there needed to be consultations on both the duration of national service and the time
of its introduction. In addition, it was expected that the results and decisions would be binding for the
further development of the armed forces. In the governing party, there was no change in the opinion
that the reforms needed to start with a reduction of national service to six months, while
accompanying measures should be implemented after that.
As a result of this drifting apart between the Austrian Armed Forces Reform Commission and the
government, the Defence Minister in particular came under a lot of pressure, which he could ultimately
not cope with in terms of his health. As Kreisky no longer expected the commission to suddenly provide
politically usable results regarding a quick reduction of national service, Freihsler had to submit the
draft for an amendment of the Defence Act for assessment in mid-October 1970 – just as the
commission was concluding its work. According to their draft, with effect from 1 January 1971 national
service was intended to be reduced to six months and completed with just 30 days of
inspections/instruction, instead of the 124 days that were previously possible. There was no provision
for such accompanying measures that the commission was currently drawing up for its final report.
These events resulted firstly in the final health breakdown of Freihsler and secondly in an extremely
critical statement by the Inspector General of the Armed Forces, General of the Infantry Erwin
Fussenegger, in which he highlighted the serious shortcomings of the intended amendment of the
Defence Act.88)
Although this protest coming from the highest-ranking Austrian soldier and the result of the Armed
Forces Reform Commission were sidelined, the project could not be realised. The People’s Party and

88) The end of 1970 and the start of 1971 saw important personnel changes: From 31 October 1970 Chancellor Dr Kreisky deputised for the
ill Defence Minister Freihsler. The latter resigned on 4 February 1971 and was succeeded by Karl Lütgendorf. At the end of 1970, the first
Inspector General of the Armed Forces, General of the Infantry Erwin Fussenegger, also resigned from office. He was replaced by General
of the Infantry Otto Seitz, who was simultaneously Head of Directorate General III.
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the Freedom Party made it clear that they would not support an amendment to the Defence Act in this
form.
Subsequently, there was just further tactical manoeuvring on the part of all sides because everyone
was primarily concerned with not looking like the ones who had blocked the six-month national service
so very popular with young voters. As all parties had already publicly promised to reduce national
service, it was now just about the accompanying measures.
These were basically:


the extent of weapons training,



the ready forces were anchored by law,



securing necessary longer-serving members,



a reform of the tariff system,



financial coverage of the additional expenses.

During the party negotiations, the standpoints gradually converged. However, a consensus with the
People’s Party became increasingly unlikely because the Socialist Party categorically opposed
conscription for the purpose of obtaining longer-serving members.
As talks with the Freedom Party also remained unsuccessful, on 2 March 1971 the government
introduced a government bill on an amendment of the Defence Act so that a resolution in parliament
would still be possible before the summer recess. In addition to reducing national service, the draft
envisaged mandatory weapons training amounting to 40 days and voluntary weapons training for
commanding officer roles. The previously possible 124 days of inspections/instruction no longer
existed.

The meeting of the “Gschwandtner” graduation class of 1961 at the Theresan
Military Academy
In context with this situation, the class of 1961 met in Wiener Neustadt in mid-May 1971 to mark their
ten-year graduation anniversary from the Military Academy.
As the first regularly trained officer class, we had graduated slightly early on 14 May 1961 because we
were urgently needed. The field officers were now captains and company commanders, and the twelve
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general staff officers from the class were working in various staff roles or as assistants to commanders.
We were in the position to assess the political development of the recent years and could get a realistic
idea about the status and capability of the armed forces and their chances of success in the event of
deployment; accordingly, we were horrified by the flippancy and recklessness with which this area of
external Austrian security, which was so important to us, was being treated for electoral and domestic
political reasons.
The impact of completely negating the results of the Armed Forces Reform Commission and almost
exclusively concentrating on the reduction of national service and the associated depressing draft
amendment of the Defence Act was clear to us. In the previous years we had seen the downward trend
in both the reputation and the domestic political significance of the Austrian Armed Forces having
disastrous effects on morale and therefore primarily also on the junior soldiers and officers, and we
neither could nor wanted to imagine that things might go further downhill. Basically, our assessment
of the entire situation was that in the near future the Austrian Armed Forces would be equivalent to a
new kind of B-Gendarmerie: a small symbolic armed force (whatever that might mean), as cheap as
possible and obviously not in the position to scare off the electorate with obligations of any kind.
The highlight of the agenda for our meeting at the Military Academy was a talk including a discussion
given by the new Defence Minister Karl F. Lütgendorf, which we were eagerly looking forward to. We
expected to hear clear statements on the further development of the Austrian Armed Forces, how the
sovereignty of the Republic of Austria should be protected, and obviously also on our own professional
future because after all we still had a good 30 years of our working lives ahead of us.
However, shortly before the start of the talk we were told that the Minister had cancelled and we were
left to speculate about the circumstances that had caused Lütgendorf to wriggle out of a confrontation
that would definitely not have been pleasant for him. In any case, emotions were running high and it
may well be that subsequent events might not even have happened without this cancellation.

The memorandum of the 4th and 5th general staff course
The various reactions, objections to and complaints about the increasingly serious situation of the
Austrian Armed Forces had so far only been made to politicians by the top of the hierarchy, primarily
by the Inspector General of the Armed Forces, individual heads of section and the group commanders.
These efforts did not have any kind of visible success. However, the populist concept of a reduction of
national service, the actions of Minister Freihsler who came from amongst our own, the failure of the
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Armed Forces Reform Commission, the obvious helplessness of the military leadership and the entire
political background music resulted in a completely new situation, which caused unrest in the
traditionally silent bulk of the officers.
The first to stir were the members of the 4th and 5th general staff course. This was no coincidence. They
had completed intensive and high-quality training in the autumns of 1966 and 1969 and were well
aware of the military demands the small neutral country of was Austria facing. There were numerous
official and personal contacts between the participants of the two courses, resulting in an exchange of
information, particularly among those serving in the Vienna area.
There is no record of who ultimately had the idea of a policy statement. In any case, a paper was jointly
drafted that contained an overall presentation of the current situation and highlighted that the
signatories of the memorandum would soon have to bear the burden of responsibility. It was therefore
their obligation to submit proposals and voice concerns. Reform would be a mandatory requirement;
however: “The crisis in the Austrian Armed Forces is the result of years of self-delusion and years of
insufficient information. We think that continuing with this approach is inconsistent with our
professional ethos. Defence must not be misused for short-term political success.”
The signatories of the memorandum89) then posed some questions to Minister Freihsler and asked for
information on:


political-strategic aspects of the reform,



the underlying assumptions with a view to the intended long-term development,



the funds that would be required for this purpose and that had been billed and



the resulting correlation with the guidelines for the work of the reform commission.

Naturally, none of the authors or signatories believed that there were actually any higher
considerations behind the upcoming “reform”, but still, they were allowed to ask.
This paper was probably handed to Minister Freihsler in May 1970 by the oldest participant of the 4th
general staff course (Othmar Tauschitz) and the youngest participant of the 5th general staff course
(Heribert Wiedermann) in person, and they had braced themselves for a very unpleasant reception.

89) 39 young general staff officers out of the 50 graduates of the two courses signed the “memorandum”. The remaining eleven were in
some cases on official duties abroad, on holiday or otherwise not available. However, it is very well possible that some of them did not
want to expose themselves by giving their signature.
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However, slightly unexpectedly, they were faced with an understanding Minister full of fatherly
benevolence, who reminded them of the primacy of politics and after a few comments indicated to
the two of them that only he was in the position to rescue the Austrian Armed Forces.
Whether or not Freihsler ever read the memorandum is doubtful, but in any case, the questions posed
were never answered. The whole thing was therefore a flop, but this echoless rebellion provided lots
of lessons learned about what could be done better one year later in the “letter by the 1,700”.

A plan emerges and a text is drafted
The silent death of the memorandum drastically demonstrated that any further activity could only be
meaningful if certain conditions were met:
The undertaking needed to be built on a much broader basis and if possible, needed to include the
entire officer corps from lieutenant to general.
In particular, our factual concerns needed to be communicated to and made comprehensible for the
public. It was therefore indispensable to involve the media so that pressure could also be exerted on
the relevant politicians from outside.
A text therefore needed to have a catchy wording and to be reduced down to the essentials.
Things that could not be reversed, such as the reduction of national service to six months, had to be
accepted but other important concerns needed to be brought forward most vehemently.
The idea of approaching the political leadership and starting a signature campaign therefore could
already build on some preparatory work. Those comrades that had been involved in the
“memorandum” stayed in contact and soon decided that future class reunions should be used as the
basis for appropriate action. From the outset, it was clear that the entire class – 91 young officers on
graduation ten years before – would have to support and champion the matter in order to have an
appropriately broad and solid basis.
Convincing those who had not yet been let in on the matter was no problem because the severity of
the situation was generally known and ultimately it was about our future professional and personal
fate. In addition, everyone was extremely irritated about the flippancy with which the government was
steamrollering values we had made it our life’s work to preserve.
As a result, everything else went by the book as we had learned how to deal with a task.
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An editorial team was quickly formed and a first draft of a letter was submitted to the class. The views,
suggestions and corrections expressed at this point were incorporated, the entire thing was written,
copied90) and presented to comrades again for criticism and revision.
The second version created thus was the one that we later used to collect officers’ signatures
throughout the country. Later on, there were a further two revisions, in which we responded to
criticism, before we finally produced the letter that was delivered to the political elite. The corrections
were primarily of a stylistic and structural nature, and hardly any changes were made to the content
or the message.
There was intensive discussion of the question of the extent to which the military hierarchy up to the
most senior functions should be informed about our activities or whether they should be involved with
the content. It was clear to us that our project could quickly die if we followed the wrong course of
action.
It was ultimately determined that information should be provided according to the circumstances on
site and the assessment of the person collecting the signatures. The idea of including the hierarchy
was quickly scrapped. It needed to be clear that it was an initiative of the graduation class of 1961 and
particularly of younger officers in the armed forces, who would be bearing the full burden of
responsibility for their insufficiently trained and equipped soldiers in the event of a deployment.
Involving the highest-level officers of the Austrian Armed Forces in the content would primarily have
completely messed up our schedule, which aimed at least at a certain level of surprise. In addition, we
were aware of the risk that they would either completely prohibit us from undertaking the campaign
as a whole, talk us out of it or water it down to such an extent that we would no longer recognise our
brainchild. However, the worst thing would have been if someone had monopolised the entire matter
and made it their own affair, possibly even on a party-political basis. And what would the Minister
actually have done if he had officially found out about our intention, which was obviously also directed
against him?

Who supports the class of 1961?
The number of signatures collected was absolutely crucial for our project. Signatures were intended
to be only from regular officers, so reserve officers and military academics were not included. On the
reference date of 1 January 1971, there were 2,267 active officers in the Austrian Armed Forces. The

90) Copying, today a task that is a matter of minutes, was not so simple at that time. In order to do this, matrices needed to be written with
typewriters and these could then be used to produce a limited number of moderate quality copies with a rather primitive device.
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editorial committee therefore authoritatively determined that at least 1,400 signatures (around 62%)
needed to be collected in order to be able to act with some confidence. For the ones collecting the
signatures, that meant that they had to fight for every supporter.
Assigning the comrades their respective tasks was not difficult, because as a many-headed class we
served throughout Austria. It all went well and probably not a single department slipped our attention.
The collection of signatures started directly after our class reunion on Monday, 17 May 1971; it was
intended to last two weeks and was eminently exciting. It was made easier in particular because we
soon encountered a well-informed audience; for word had spread quickly about our activities and they
were hotly discussed. There were hardly any questions about the content of the text – people were
living in the situation; they were confronted with depressing circumstances on a daily basis and were
aware of the current political situation and the measures intended. The “letter”, which everyone was
given to read, simply stated what everyone knew and was aware of.
However, we were repeatedly involved in debates about why people had waited so long to do
something like this, why it had to come “from bottom up”, whether the top military leaders did not
see or did not want to see the problems and why those “at the top” were being so lethargic about
political measures. However, the fact was overlooked that the military leadership had their hands tied
as a result of Kreisky’s politically skilled move of appointing soldiers as defence ministers to implement
the various populist election pledges.
With our campaign, we had put our superiors in the topmost ranks in a fundamental predicament.
Almost all older officers had served in the German Wehrmacht. They had introduced an extremely
strict concept of obedience, of how to follow orders, and of subordination and discipline into the
Austrian Armed Forces, which had barely changed even after 15 years of service under completely
different circumstances. Our campaign did not fit in with the image which they believed to constitute
the foundation of armed forces.
Irrespective of this, we found an unexpected amount of understanding and acceptance with the
highest ranks and many signed the letter – those who did not do so usually felt obliged to justify
themselves. Meanwhile, we were waiting in anticipation for a response from the Minister and the
Inspector General of the Armed Forces, whose behaviour we were in no way able to assess.
The other thing that we were not able to predict was that our media work would be so successful that
it became increasingly difficult to simply prohibit or suppress our campaign. There was therefore no
internal reaction at all from the Minister, while the Inspector General of the Armed Forces, General of
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the Infantry Otto Seitz, waited some time and only responded nine days after the start of the signature
collection with a letter to the members of the MoD. In this letter he stipulated after a brief introduction
“that Austrian citizens are at liberty to initiate and conduct campaigns of this nature. However, to date
it has not been common for Austrian officers to express their opinion in this manner.” He also indicated
that he did not think this new documentation was opportune in view of the presence of the results of
the Austrian Armed Forces Reform Commission. Finally, he reproved the fact that the letter contained
phrases that could be misinterpreted or that were false.91) For this reason, he said that he personally
didn’t want to be involved in this signature campaign.
The class of 1961 acknowledged the letter with relief. Although the Inspector General of the Armed
Forces had indeed been critical, he had shown a certain amount of understanding, without even
insinuating a ban of the campaign and had left the decision up to each individual. In any case, he had
given us plenty of scope for our further actions.
However, Seitz did even more than that, things which I believe we were not aware of at the time. In a
personal letter to the Minister dated 1 June 1971, he provided the latter with assurance “on behalf of
my directors” that the campaign was not directed against him, but rather that it was the “expression
of concern about the future of our armed forces”! He concluded by stating that the “letter campaign
is neither a personal attack, nor an act of insubordination or insurrection”.
General of the Infantry Seitz had this declaration of loyalty widely distributed, presumably also to,
firstly, give the higher-ranking members of the officer corps an argumentation aid and secondly in
order to take the final opportunity for any kind of prosecution away from Minister Lütgendorf. In any92
case, he evidently did not intend to pick an argument with the overwhelming majority of his officers.

How many signatures?
The term “letter by the 1,700” only emerged in the media when the letter was sent to the political
officials, because this number was mentioned in both the heading (“1,700 officers of the Austrian
Armed Forces”) and in the signature (“The 1,700 officers of the Austrian Armed Forces who have signed
below”).

91) The letter contains a passage about a de-facto reduction of compulsory military service to the age of 35, which was repeatedly pointed
out as an error because it was not included in this form in the amendment. This reduction had also been recommended by the Armed
Forces Reform Commission for members of the reserve without a trained officer role. We did not remove this statement because we also
thought that the reduction in comparison with the prior legal situation was a weakening of the fighting strength of the mobilised Austrian
Armed Forces.
92
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There is evidence of 1,708 signatures93). In addition, it is certain that even before the signatures were
counted, at least two lists with an unknown number of signatures had been lost. There were also
numerous late registrations, which were not recorded and could not be found. In a final step, the 77
youngest officers in the Austrian Armed Forces from the “Schwarzenberg” graduation class
symbolically joined the campaign in September 1971.
It is therefore definitely correct to speak of around 1,900 to 2,000 declarations of agreement. This
figure was also repeatedly mentioned in the media and in parliament, but there is no evidence to prove
it.

Media work, the press and the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation
The class’s editorial team defined the basics for communication with the media at an early stage and
arranged for points of contact.
However, media work, which was so important for our objectives, suffered due to the fact that none
of us were specialists in this area. We lacked the required contacts, the knowledge needed and the
relevant experience. This meant that a lot was left to chance, particularly in the initial phase of the
campaign, not least because we all returned to our offices and in principle only those in Vienna could
bear the brunt of the media work.
However, as it soon transpired, all of this was not actually that bad because the socialist
Arbeiterzeitung newspaper provided us with considerable help. We had been eagerly awaiting their
reaction, since they were more or less a mouthpiece of the government, but had not expected it so
soon. As early as on 20 May 1971 i.e., just three days after we had started collecting signatures, they
featured the lead story “Offiziersintrige gegen Reform des Bundesheeres” [Officer plot against armed
forces reform] on their front page. The text then stated that a group of officers, namely the graduation
class of 1961, was making a last-minute attempt to change the set course and to prevent the armed
forces reform.
Then followed a list of some of our demands and our alleged target of getting 500 signatures. Finally,
it was also stated that the staff of Directorate I and the Vienna Military Command (author’s note: That
was my collection area!) had distanced themselves from this action which had been unparalleled and
proved to be extremely disconcerting for officials.

93) There are now still 1,704 signatures available in the Defence Staff Division with the Chief of General Staff. There are also two further
papers there with four names, which are not included in the lists of names and are therefore not part of the count.
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By running this report, the Arbeiterzeitung had aroused the other print media’s curiosity and they
successively became involved, and in some cases approached us and provided their commentary. The
Arbeiterzeitung itself kept its readers updated, right up to the letter by the Inspector General of the
Armed Forces with the headline “General gegen Offiziersaktion” [General against officers’ campaign],
whereby it was hoped that this would result in the signature campaign losing the last vestiges of
credibility. Then the media reports, which had been rather consistent until that point, suddenly
stopped because they evidently did not want to provide further publicity for our unexpectedly
successful project.
With the exception of some newspapers affiliated with the communists or the Socialist Party (e.g.,
Volksstimme, Die Neue Zeit), the information in the print media was friendly and positive, even if it did
not always entirely reflect the facts.
Involving the Austrian Media Corporation ORF was slightly more difficult. They ran a detailed report
on the evening news (now ZIB 2) on 6 June 1971, which even quoted parts of the letter. For the next
day, they then urgently looked for an interviewee from the class, initially unsuccessfully because
appearing before the camera and being in the public eye, possibly head-on against the Minister and
the entire rest of the government, did not seem advisable to anyone. In addition, any such interview
would also have violated all press guidelines of the MoD.
Finally, a comrade from the class was found who had just graduated in law and was about to leave for
a new job in the Austrian Court of Audit. This ensured that any possible persecution actions would
come to nothing.
The interview was recorded on the same day in Vienna’s Rathauspark and was broadcast at 7:30 pm
and in the late evening news.

Obstacles and sanctions
In view of the “protection letter” from the Inspector General of the Armed Forces and the obvious
intention of the Minister to tolerate our activities and because nobody wanted to add fuel to the flames
via an act of force, there were only a few attempts to impede or obstruct us and they were not
coordinated. For example, in both a directorate general of the Ministry of Defence and in a large
subordinated office there were efforts to seize signature lists with numerous names, but these were
unsuccessful because the two comrades from the class claimed that they had already been forwarded.
However, in these departments some officers were influenced into not supporting us.
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In addition, the ringleaders of the campaign, who soon became known by name, were later temporarily
relieved from their duties so that for the time being they were not able to be up to any more mischief.
The one-year troop deployment, which was part of the career of general staff officers anyway, was
used for this purpose so that these officers were at least away from the Ministry. Nobody suffered any
lasting harm.
As expected, the most drastic measures were taken against the comrade who had given an interview
to the Austrian Broadcasting Company on 7 June. Shortly after he started work on 8 June, his superior
informed him briefly and succinctly that he was relieved of his duties, that he had to remain in the
barracks and await further instructions.
As this kind of development had not been ruled out from the outset, a status report was immediately
sent to the Austrian Broadcasting Company, which then presented the Ministry of Defence with the
prospect of intensive coverage of this case.
Anyway, our comrade was informed in the early afternoon of the same day that he was to continue
with his duties.

What about Kreisky?
The socialist minority government and in particular Chancellor Dr Bruno Kreisky were obviously
anything but happy about those officer activities that had come almost out of nowhere. After all, for
several months until Lütgendorf took office, Kreisky had deputised for Freihsler, who was ill, and in
doing so had gained at least a limited overview of the Austrian Armed Forces and the Ministry of
Defence. His dialogue partners there were the “old generals”, about whom he repeatedly stressed that
it was impossible to undertake any reforms with them, and whose protests and proposals could easily
be trivialised in public with a few disparaging or polemic arguments.
However, out of the blue a completely different generation had now piped up, namely the young
officers who would have to bear the full burden of political failures and miscalculations in the event of
deployment and whose arguments could not be brushed aside so easily with a wave of the hand.
Kreisky had a distinct soft spot for young people, to whom he liked to turn. That could also be young
trained soldiers. When the “Payer Weyprecht” graduation class of 1972 cancelled the traditional castle
ball in January 1971 “due to concerns about the current military-political situation”, at the same time,
the Chancellor, who was Acting Minister of Defence, was invited for a talk and discussion. Kreisky
spontaneously agreed and went to the Military Academy on 5 February 1971, the date of the cancelled
ball.
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The Chancellor/Minister of Defence opened the talk with an extended presentation about the political
framework conditions and the security policy considerations of the Socialist Party. He then answered
questions from the audience “more or less generally”.
The Chancellor’s closing statement was interesting, as Dr Kreisky asked the future officers to speak
with one voice, when they wanted to express themselves or get their own way with politicians. And he
illustrated this by saying, “As long as every day a different general comes to me and says that only he
knows what I need to do and that I do not need to listen to anyone else, I will do what I think is right.
And I will always find a general who I can rely on for support. So, I repeat: speak with one voice, and
then you will win me over”.94)
Even though a large majority of the officer corps spoke “with one voice” only around four months later,
we could not see any evidence of the Chancellor being won over by our statements. The
Arbeiterzeitung had not mentioned him directly beforehand or even quoted him, but the newspaper
undoubtedly reflected the mood in the government. Other newspapers did not print any direct
statements either, only the Kronen Zeitung quoted Kreisky on 10 June 1971: “Kreisky reacted
particularly strongly to the letter by the Austrian Armed Forces officers. He blustered that you can see
how dubious this campaign is because they demand 7.5 billion schillings95) for defence. To date the
money for armaments has been frittered away96) and now they want even more? And this is at a time
when we lack money for hospitals and environmental protection?”
On 8 June 1971 the Wiener Zeitung wrote about the letter, quoting the Chancellor, who thought that
it was inappropriate and unrealistic regarding our financial demands. However, he also determined
that everyone must be granted the right to freedom of expression. He had therefore quickly decided
not to further upvalue us with his anger.

Delivery of the letters
On Monday, 7 June 1971, all addressees had a copy of the letter on their desks. We sent it to all
delegates to the National Council (then 165), and for information to the Federal President, the Federal
Chancellor, several Ministers and certain interested persons, primarily politicians from opposition

94) This text was given to me in 2012 by Brigadier General (ret.) Prof. Mag. Rolf M. Urrisk. It provides the gist of what he said. However,
anyone who knew Kreisky personally knows that he talked that way.
95) The 7.5 billion schillings corresponded to around 5% of the national budget and we considered it to be the absolute minimum limit. In
an earlier draft of the letter, we had even mentioned eight billion. The defence budget for 1971 was ATS 4,140,438 million (estimate).
96) The Kronen Zeitung actually wrote “verwendet” (used), but certainly meant “verschwendet” (wasted).
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parties, journalists and others, and there were around 200 – 300 copies in total. I have, however, not
found any records of this.
Before all this, there was a laborious examination of the signature lists,97) because we did not want to
risk being accused of not having acted correctly. This work and the subsequent delivery of the letters
were organised as a masterly performance on the part of the comrade responsible. However, the
Armed Forces Materiel Agency, where he served at the time, supported him most generously.
For most recipients, the content of the letter was no surprise because the media had already made a
good job of it. In addition, interested parties had already received advance copies together with a note
that the text might still change slightly.
Subsequently, there was another cluster of media reports, mainly opinion pieces covering the overall
status of national defence. Then the number of reports gradually subsided.
For the members of the graduation class of 1961, all of the work was therefore complete and lots of
comrades later were of the opinion that we had indeed spoken out in a spectacular manner, but that
our efforts were ultimately a flop.
Yet, that was not the case!

The defence legislation amendment of 1971 and the question of what the
letter by the 1,700 did for defence
The Socialist Party steadily pursued the aim of primarily reducing national service to six months and
essentially leaving everything else for the future to see. They hoped for an amicable decision in favour
of the popular six months, because all parties had after all already concurred in that opinion. For the
unpopular accompanying measures, such as the extent of weapons training or even compulsory
training for the key personnel, they thought that they would be outvoted by the majority of the
opposition and could therefore blame the opposition for the resulting additional burden on the
electorate.
However, the opposition was in no way willing to have themselves forced into this role, and thus,
intensive and protracted negotiations followed. During this process the opposition’s concerns were
dominated both by the results of the Armed Forces Reform Commission and our letter, because they

97) A close examination was required in order to make certain that names were not counted twice (some officers signed several lists),
identify names or to delete reserve officers. The result was an alphabetical list of names that was supposedly included with all letters. The
original signatures were not sent.
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reflected firstly the specialist opinion of the “generals” and secondly the opinion of the overwhelming
majority of younger officers.
The sometimes-frantic talks continued until immediately before the parliamentary analysis of the
Defence Act amendment on 14 and 15 July 1971. Until the last minute, changes requested by the
opposition were incorporated. In the numerous contributions (the minutes extend to 106 pages),
primarily from the People’s Party and the Freedom Party, there was repeated reference to the letter,
whereby the number of signatures was indicated as 1,700, 1,900, more than 1,900 and 1,960.
The Defence Act amendment of 1971 enacted on 15 July 1971 with the votes of the Socialist Party and
the Freedom Party partially corresponded with our demands, but not entirely. After the Socialist Party
gained the absolute majority in the National Council elections at the end of 1971,98) the socialist side
was less agitated about the issue of the Austrian Armed Forces and saw it more as a true task of the
state.
It is undoubted that things improved again, however starting from a very low level and only according
to Austrian standards. The situation of the key personnel slowly recovered, the budgets increased and
to a moderate extent, equipment with regard to materiel and armaments improved. Ultimately, even
the possibility of compulsory weapons training for key personnel (one of our demands) was anchored
in law and the availability of civilian vehicles according to the Military Service Act of 1968 decisively
improved. These were factual political decisions that had nothing to do with cheap populism.
I believe that the actions of the 1971 officer corps played a considerable part in this because we were
in the position “to speak with one voice”.

98) Distribution of the now 183 seats in the National Council: Socialist Party: 93, People’s Party: 80, Freedom Party: 10.
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The two per cent question
At the geopolitical core of German-American relations
Jörg-Dietrich Nackmayr
Nations do not have friends, only neighbours. (Geopolitical saying based on a quote from Charles de
Gaulle)
“Deep is the well of the past. Should we not call it bottomless?” So begins Thomas Mann’s novel
Joseph. Since the beginning of time, people have looked to the past for answers for the present and
future, and asked themselves what it is that governs relationships. Our contemplations at the Vienna
Strategy Conference also follow this theme. Faust’s introductory monologue exhorts humility, his “I
stand no wiser than I was before” highlights the limited nature of our knowledge.
In the words of the British philosopher Alfred North Whitehead, “the safest general characterisation
of the European philosophical tradition is that it consists of a series of footnotes to Plato.” Plato opens
up the philosophical heavens above us, under which we ask the big questions and look for answers.
The reverberations of this tradition continue to influence us today and remain alive even in the schools
of thought of multilateralism versus realism. To this day, both provide antagonistic attempts to explain
the world in international relations.
As the American historian Kyle Harper put it in a concise manner, this can be attributed to an ancient
tension that remains powerful even now: “In the sixth century, two opposing views of nature
confronted each other again and even more harshly. One of them saw nature as a paragon of order
and regularity. Its unwavering perfection was a source of moral reason and the best that man could do
was to live in accordance with the harmony of the cosmos. This positive perspective gave
Neoplatonism a sophisticated metaphysical basis and it became the practical ideology among the
executives of the imperial bureaucracy. The empire that they controlled was a reflection of the ordered
cosmos. In diametric opposition to this was the view that the physical world was a source of change,
diversity and violence. This attitude had no stauncher supporter than Emperor Justinian (527-565 AD)
himself. In his opinion, nature was antagonistic, and it was always about fighting tooth and nail. This
debate was not only pure theorising, there were actually discussions of how the empire should be
ruled: by reason or will, by tradition or reform.”99)

99) K. Harper, Fatum, C.H. Beck 2020, p.359 et seq.
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This debate between realists and multilateralists is currently continuing, with Germany as one of the
ringleaders in the multilateralist camp. This article will focus on the arguments for a realistic world
view, in which – in the tradition of Justinian and all his predecessors and successors – the world is
analysed and considered how it is at its core. The various forms of this perspective will be examined
based on a question that is increasingly expanding to a fundamental geopolitical dispute between the
USA and Germany at the start of the 21st century: the two per cent question.
Why does Germany not live up to the pledge of spending two per cent of its GDP on defence made
within NATO? Answering this question will take us to the core of geopolitical tectonics between the
USA and Europe in general, and Germany in particular. In this process it will help us recognise how the
engine room of geopolitics works, what matters and what is only talked about, what is reality and what
is illusion. This two per cent dilemma is also enlightening for another reason. Even though Germany is
one of the ringleaders of the multilateralists, in the two per cent conflict it is acting like a power that
follows realistic concepts of international politics and puts its own affairs above shared concerns. With
the slogan “America first” and as the leader of the West, the USA tends to be the least inclined to act
multilaterally. However, in the two per cent dispute they are insisting on compliance with agreements
that were entered into multilaterally. Even geopolitics can be paradoxical.
My initial hypothesis is as follows: Germany is simultaneously a premium ally of the USA and its ward.
The advantages of this limited nonage condition first and foremost result in lower financial
expenditures on its own security. The disadvantage is restricted sovereignty. Translated into the
language of geopolitics, however, restricted sovereignty also means reduced individual responsibility
in the existential questions of security policy. Less responsibility reduces the financial burdens. The
availability of more resources results in social benefits and a higher level of popularity in international
relations, because the combination of chequebook diplomacy with balanced neutrality is received
better than being a deputy sheriff in a Western coalition led by the USA. As a premium ally, the USA
cannot do without Germany when it comes to achieving its political objectives. This creates the
tolerance that allows Germany to receive special treatment and to stubbornly step out of line.

The military dimension of the two per cent question
Germany’s adherence to multilateralism is a “German special path” as I showed in detail in the
previous essays on the subject.100) The post-war mantras of German foreign policy culture labelled by
Hanns W. Maull, “never again” and “never alone”, are increasingly proving to be a barrier in a

100) See special volumes on the Vienna Strategy Conference 2017, 2018, 2019.
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geopolitical system in which more leadership and more involvement is expected from the biggest
country in Central Europe.
When the British Defence Secretary Philip Hammond called for greater defence efforts on the part of
Berlin in 2012, a subject entered into the debate that has since then also repeatedly been addressed
by other allies. “Britain urged Germany on Wednesday to beef up its contribution to European defence
and security, in line with its economic might, as the United States focuses increasingly on the AsiaPacific region.”
“British Defence Secretary Philip Hammond said he did not expect Germany, Europe’s largest
economy, to spend more money in a time of general belt-tightening but said there was ample scope
to improve the effectiveness of its forces.”
“Due to Germany’s historic reluctance to deploy and operate overseas, I think it is self-evident that
there is still huge potential in German defence structures to deliver more usable firepower to the
(NATO) Alliance”, he told reporters. “[It is about] a willingness to pick up the burdens that go with
having a globally important economy... Germany recognising that it can’t continue to be the dominant
economy in Europe without also significantly increasing its military capability.”
“This is not about the budget but about turning the forces it is already paying for into a more
deployable, more usable force, Hammond said.” (All quotes are from reuters.com)
The argumentation patterns used by proponents of greater German security policy contributions
support the British proposals or sound like the talk of the security policy expert Marcus Pindur, who
can be seen as the pars pro toto in this area. It could be seen in the Weser Kurier regional newspaper
on 25 September 2019 that the journalist, who had changed from an opponent of military service and
NATO rearmament to a transatlanticist, continues to advocate his arguments.
Pindur stresses that it has not only been since Donald Trump came to power that the USA expects
Germany to play a more prominent role in international politics to reflect its economic power. America
is increasingly unwilling to bear the burden alone. But to date Germany has been placing the burden
of conventional deterrence on its neighbours and partners. In the eyes of its allies, it is not willing to
“take responsibility and exercise power”, which also includes “taking risks and making mistakes”.
He said that the weight of this responsibility within Europe and NATO today resembles the role that
the USA has played in the West after 1945. Pindur concedes that since the Second World War there
have unmistakeably been phases where the aim was to keep Germany small and contained. Even when
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the reunification took place, some feared the arrogance and megalomania of the Germans. “There is
a historical memory.”
However, Pindur claims that it is precisely because of this successful development away from Nazi
Germany that the country is now seen as excessively inward-looking and incapable of action. In his talk
in Garlstedt, he quoted former Polish Foreign Minister Radosław Sikorski, who stated in 2011, that as
a representative as it were he feared German inaction more than German power.
This article is indeed only one voice in a multitude of opinions on security policy, but it is evidence of
how the debate, which has been initiated from the Polish perspective as well, is led. Following the
Polish defence minister in 2011, recently the Polish prime minister reiterated this perspective on his
visit to Germany in August 2019, when Mateusz Morawiecki also demanded a higher German military
budget.
But why, if there is consensus at home and abroad, does Germany not leave its special path and return
to the circle of allies as a normal provider of security? An obvious reason is the experience of losing
two World Wars, and the “never again” and “never alone” creeds. A self-imposed special role, which
allows Germany, in the slipstream of serious security policy responsibility, to set up its national
economy, its infrastructure and its welfare state in an exemplary fashion and to make others pay for
security. Even although Germany significantly gained in importance after the reunification, it did not
leave its path of military restraint. The conversion of the German army from a conscript army to a
professional army did not result in the greater sharing of the military burden as its allies had hoped.
And even the shared commitment of spending two per cent of its GDP on defence until 2024 as
provided for within the NATO framework is not seen as an obligation in Germany, but just as a
benchmark. But why make a commitment if you are not committed to it?
One thing is that in the declaration of Wales in 2014 the NATO countries renewed their willingness to
spend two per cent of their GDP on defence and to use twenty per cent of their defence spending on
research and development as well as new acquisitions. However, the fact that in addition to Germany
also other countries, such as Italy, Canada, Belgium or Denmark, do not meet this commitment gives
a deep insight into the cohesiveness of the world’s biggest defence alliance.
In the case of Germany, the USA’s strongest European ally in economic terms, it is worth taking a closer
look at why the two per cent target is not followed. Although Germany could make these investments
due to its economic strength, the subject is not a priority in the Bundestag. What has changed today
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in comparison with 1983 when West Germany spent 3.2 per cent of its GDP on defence, or 1990, when
the figure was still at 2.7 per cent?101)
The threat scenario is different. In 1990 it was still a front-line state facing a well-equipped Warsaw
Pact, while today it is “encircled by friends” (Volker Rühe). The former enemy Soviet Union
transformed into the neighbour Russia, which, despite the annexation of the Crimea in gross violation
of international law, many Germans are more willing to trust than the USA under President Trump.
Only a minority in Germany feel personally threatened.
Germany’s mantra to pursue a security policy that does not rely on the use of military force does could
not be maintained according to pure doctrine. In 1999, even under a red-green coalition government,
Germany played its part in the war against Serbia on the side of NATO, after the Gulf War it was
involved in mine hunting in the Persian Gulf and to this day is also involved in Afghanistan, Mali and
Iraq. However, Germany is facing more stop signs and restrictions for deploying its armed forces than
all other allies. In the three decades since the reunification, this has resulted in a situation in which
Germany has increasingly commented from the side line, has been less and less willing to take out its
chequebook, and has let others do the job of pulling the hot coals out of the fire when it comes to
security policy. In doing so, Germany still displays its reticence in the form of lessons learned and its
heritage of losing the World Wars. However, amongst its partners, as we move further away from
1945, this is generally met with an increasing lack of understanding, even anger, and it minimises
Germany’s political influence in a very real way, because it is no longer contacted before decisions are
made. As was the case, for example, with the first retaliatory strike by the allies against Syria for using
poison gas in 2018, which Berlin perceived as an affront and disproportionate.
If Germany were a country the size of Canada, Belgium or Denmark, this could be compensated for
somehow within the Alliance, but the second largest national economy in NATO after the USA is
needed to be more active. German politicians are aware that reaching the two per cent target would
result in the third biggest armaments budget in the world after the USA and China. This gain in power
makes Berlin shudder as it is not prepared for this, and it is apprehensive about this budget and the
resulting increase in responsibility. This is the case even although these budgetary funds are urgently
required in order to meet the challenges in the defence of the nation and the Alliance. But the way
how Germany’s allies would actually receive this kind of increase in military power also requires a
closer look. Thus, nobody should actually be surprised if one day this demand was fulfilled and
Germany invested the same amount of money in its defence as France and Great Britain do together

101) According to figures from SIPRI.
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in their conventional armed forces. The new lines of conflict that would emerge as a result go back a
long way, but can already be seen today.

The geopolitical logic of the two per cent question
Is there a reason for Germany’s restraint that has not been noticed in the public so far? Something
that is concealed deep within geopolitical logic? This is about the power balance between the USA and
Germany, very real powers and yet actually unknown to the public.
We recognise America’s strategy of domination, a subject that US presidential advisor Zbigniew
Brzezinski referred to in his book “Die einzige Weltmacht” [The sole world power] after the end of the
Cold War: “After the collapse of the Soviet Union, there is only one superpower on this Earth: the
United States of America. And never in the history of humanity has one nation had such vast economic,
political and military assets to impose its interests. Never before has a democracy succeeded in
ascending to be the first and only world power. What does this fact mean for America and the rest of
the world, particularly for Germany, Europe and the European unification process?”102)
In a brilliant strategic analysis, Brzezinski shows why the domination of the USA is required for peace,
prosperity and democracy in the world and how America needs to act in order to retain its position as
a world power. In doing so the USA acts on the basis of a theory of political entropy, which shows that
the USA is a supporter of realism. Without a power that has a kind of monopoly of using force to
impose order, there will be no order. The principles that are valid for processes in physics also apply
to politics. Everything gravitates towards chaos. Order is only established by using energy.
The books most important geopolitical tenet is: “America's main geopolitical prize is Eurasia. For half
a millennium, European and Asian powers and peoples have determined world history by fighting for
regional dominance and through their ambition for world dominance. Now a non-Eurasian power is
setting the tone there – and the continuation of America’s supremacy directly depends on how long
and how effectively it can assert itself in Europe.”103)
Even if a specific world order can be upheld unilaterally only for a short time in historical terms,
because it will provoke counter-movements and because its own powers will decrease over time, since
the end of the Cold War the USA has been the only world power, even if its importance is shrinking.
This power is unrivalled to date, and even in history there are no examples of this kind of absolute
power on our planet. However, we know from the course of time that all previous empires have

102) Zbigniew Brzezinski: Die einzige Weltmacht, Amerikas Strategie der Vorherrschaft, Fischer 1999, publisher’s text.
103) Zbigniew Brzezinski: Die einzige Weltmacht, Amerikas Strategie der Vorherrschaft, Fischer 1999, p.52.
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experienced phases of rise and downfall. It is realistic to assume that this will also happen to the US
empire as well. Recently, a previously neglected approach has been added to the debate about the
causes of political deprivation. In this context the insightful findings of historians, climate researchers
and microbiologists who are investigating the influence of the climate and diseases on the collapse of
empires should be mentioned. In particular the recently published book “Fatum” by Kyle Harper.
Political entropy is driven by more forces than social scientists were previously aware of. We would all
be well-advised to incorporate these additional factors into our model – an obvious addition in the era
of the COVID crisis. This is because the strategic implications of pandemics are particularly challenging
for the Western community of values today. The efficiency and success of approaches to solving
problems when dealing with the COVID-19 crisis, and the level of resilience in comparison with the
authoritarian Chinese and Russian approaches will influence the future “ranking” in the political and
economic hierarchies on Earth.
But back to the subject: For the USA, being in control of the opposing sides of the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans remains the foundation of geopolitics. Since Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan’s foundational work
“The Influence of Seapower upon History”, this has been manifest and inevitable if the USA were to be
a world power. In this case, Europe is of great importance and in order to control Europe you need to
control Germany. The term control may seem a little rude here, because the tools have been refined,
but nonetheless it is the result that counts.
Konrad Adenauer said the following at a large event in Cologne in 1961: “Lenin and Stalin both stated
that whoever has Germany has Europe, and whoever has Europe, has the world.” Konrad Adenauer
later listed a speech by Lenin of 22 October 1918 as the source for the quote in his autobiography. This
can be seen as a brief introduction into geopolitical logic. And this is the basis for international actions.
But also the role of the subjugated person, in order to stick with the terminology, offers advantages.
And here we are getting close to the political tectonics between the USA and Germany, the result of
which is that despite American demands, Germany is under no binding obligation to actually fulfil its
defence commitment. The USA needs Germany and the infrastructure created here more than
Germany, conversely, needs American security policy protection in times when Germany is only
surrounded by “friends”. That is the big change since the end of the Cold War. Germany’s behaviour
makes the USA understand the mutual dependency implicitly woven into the bilateral relations, and
this also includes the German special paths with regard to Nord Stream 2 and Huawei. No country in
Europe than Germany could secure the USA’s control over Europe. Poland is no alternative. Falling
back to Poland will not bring any geopolitical gains. In this case the USA would be caught in a
geopolitical trap that would be difficult to get out of if one day Russia and Germany decided to take
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control of Europe together. In addition, Poland lacks the infrastructure that has been built up over
decades in Germany and that cannot be easily replaced somewhere else. In Germany, with
Bremerhaven and Hamburg, there is a first-class maritime link with the Atlantic that does not exist in
the same extent in Poland, a superb traffic infrastructure, with Ramstein and Landstuhl an airport and
a hospital, with USEUCOM and AFRICOM the military headquarters for Europe and Africa, and with
Frankfurt, and the opportunities established there to observe the biggest Internet hub on Earth, a
window into the digital world. In addition, there are various CIA facilities and two dozen available
nuclear weapons, which are actually no longer intended to fend off Russian tank units, but instead to
connect Germany closely to the USA and its other allies via nuclear sharing, and therefore give added
weight and credibility to the concept of nuclear deterrence.
And the best thing is that as a part of nuclear sharing, it is the Germans who finance these nuclear
weapons for the USA. And in spite of this they cannot use these weapons alone, but rather only under
US control. However, the tactical dimension alone does not adequately explain the benefit of nuclear
sharing. This lies firstly in its strategic benefit for the Transatlantic Alliance, and secondly in Germany’s
quasi-acceptance into the group of NATO nuclear powers in order to be part of the nuclear planning
group and be involved in decisions from which Germany would otherwise by barred.
This geopolitical logic temporarily became visible when President Trump surprisingly announced that
25% or more of troops would be withdrawn from Germany. Under the headline “Trump plans to
withdraw some U.S. troops from Germany, a key NATO ally”, on 05 June 2020, The New York Times
reported on the plans and their implications. The US dilemma is illuminated memorably by the former
commander of the US Armed Forces in Europe, Lieutenant General Frederick B. Hodges. “The reason
we have troops overseas in Germany is not to protect Germans, everything we have is for our benefit.”
“Der Spiegel” quotes Hodges with the revealing confession: “The decision illustrates that the President
has not understood how essential the US troops stationed in Germany are for the security of America.”
Some commentators believe that this announcement of troop reductions was a tit-for-tat response to
Merkel’s refusal to take part in Trump’s G7 summit planned for July in Washington. Be that as it may.
“What Trump will never understand is that this move won’t hurt Merkel at all,” according to former
Obama colleague Julianne Smith from the German Marshall Fund of the United States. “If he’s hoping
to hurt her politically, this does nothing. It actually hurts us more. We are cutting off our nose to spite
our face.” The idea of cutting off one’s nose to spite one’s face is the best self-explanatory term when
it comes to describing the geopolitical symbiosis between Germany and the USA.
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Trump’s Security Advisor Robert O’Brien revealingly explained his government’s plans for withdrawing
troops from Germany on 22 June 2020 in an article in the Wall Street Journal. “Why the U.S. Is Moving
Troops Out of Germany”:
“The Cold War practice of garrisoning large numbers of troops with their families on massive bases in
places like Germany is now, in part, obsolete. Modern warfare is increasingly expeditionary and
requires platforms with extended range, flexibility and endurance. While air bases and logistics hubs
remain important, the Cold War-style garrisoning of troops makes less sense militarily and fiscally than
it did in the 1970s.”
According to figures from the Bundestag’s Scientific Service, the reduction of US troops follows a trend
seen since the end of the Cold War: “1985: 246,875; 1990: 227,586, 2000: 70,126, 2017: 35,000 and
from 2020 then possibly 25,000.” However, the US Air Force bases and further vitally significant
infrastructure will remain untouched.
An influential group of Republican politicians, including the leading Republican in the House of
Representatives Foreign Affairs Committee, Michael McCaul, and five of his colleagues demanded that
Trump rethink the decision in a letter published on 23 June 2020. Spiegel online reported on 24 June
2020 that a withdrawal of US soldiers from Germany would also “endanger the national security of the
USA”.
The letter from the representatives stated that they “support Trump’s efforts towards fair burden
sharing within NATO. They also recognise that Germany’s investments are too low.” “However, we fear
this partial US withdrawal from Germany will fail to convince Berlin to spend more, while putting US
strategic interests at risk.” (...) In their letter, the six Members of Congress warned that a partial
withdrawal of troops from Germany could strengthen Russia’s President Vladimir Putin. “This is not
the time to take any action that might cause the Putin regime to question the credibility of NATO’s
deterrence”, the letter stated. It was also necessary to prevent NATO allies doubting “the US
commitment to our collective security”.
“Leading Democrats in the US Congress have already indicated that they want to block the partial
withdrawal of US troops from Germany by law. As Commander-in -Chief of the armed forces, the
President can order the partial withdrawal; but implementing it will require money that Congress must
approve.”
This dependency is also illuminated in the financial expenditure for US troop stationing, as can be seen
in the FAZ newspaper from 06 July 2020. Under the headline “Almost a billion for American troops”,
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we can read revealing details on the expenses. “In the last ten years, the German government has paid
almost one billion euros for stationing American troops in Germany. With EUR 648.5 million, around
two-thirds of this was for grants for construction work and EUR 333.9 million was for so-called
consequential costs of defence. In addition, there are mainly allowances to former employees of the
U.S. Armed Forces, the compensation of damage caused by American soldiers and the reimbursement
of American investment in former troop sites. (…) However, the United States pays many times more
for stationing the troops than Germany does. The Department of Defence in Washington estimates
the costs for 2020 in a budget document from the previous year at roughly USD 8.125 billion
(EUR 7.234 billion). That is 61 times more than the EUR 132.4 million that Germany paid in the last
year. No other troop location costs the American taxpayer more. However, the troops throughout
Europe and far beyond benefit from the bases in Germany.”
America and Germany form the main axis for maintaining American power in Europe, and this grants
Germany certain special rights. The USA has an increased interest in exercising control via and from
Germany, which gives Germany the opportunity to spend less on its own security and that of its
partners than is demanded in the Alliance. It could be described as a win-win situation, which helps
the USA achieve its main goal and allows Germany to play its special role adopted after the war,
according to its motto “never again”.
This win-win situation is by no means free of tension. It is like a political arm wrestle between the USA
and Germany. This wrestle is sometimes concealed, and sometimes sophisticated and takes place as a
sideshow. It is not easy to keep track of all of its facets. Let us take the US threats of sanctions against
the German automotive industry or the cooperation partners of North Stream 2. They are
counteracted with German/European counter-threats, including sanction steps against US products,
or diverted into courses of action, such as purchase commitments, a kind of political-economic
compensation transaction for alleged yielding in other areas. The intention of the German Armed
Forces to purchase a heavy transport helicopter from American producers or the replacement of the
aged Tornado fighter planes with the ECR version with nuclear weapons and electronic fighting
capabilities, also a US model, could be subsumed within this. Europe would have been able to develop
this heavy helicopter itself, or at least could theoretically have purchased it in Russia. That would
indeed cause great anger, but a blueprint for this kind of “swinger club” procurement policy has been
provided by Greece, Bulgaria and Slovakia in 1996 with the purchase of the S-300 air defence system
(SA-10A Grumble) and again by Greece in 1999 and 2004 with the procurement of the TOR-M1 (SA-15
Gauntlet) and the OSA AKM (SA-8B) air defence missiles produced in Russia, and recently Turkey with
its purchase of the S-400- Triumf air defence system (SA-21 Growler), and this is even possible within
NATO. The purchase of American F-18 planes with a nuclear weapons capability announced by the
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German Ministry of Defence in March 2020 to maintain nuclear sharing provides a quite different view
of the geopolitical power arithmetic in the early 21st century. The Tornado was a German-British-Italian
product, which was particularly intended to combat the aims of the Warsaw Pact close to Earth behind
its own lines. In the event of a Warsaw Pact offensive, this nuclear weapons carrier was intended to
use its weapons at the Polish-Lithuanian border against the second/third assault waves of the Red
Army. It is hard to imagine that these objectives are still exercised today, because these countries are
now NATO members. However, the aircraft do not fly further if they take off in Germany from their
airbase in Büchel, and even the possible successor model cannot go much further into enemy territory.
Deployment there seems unrealistic. Although the tactical scenarios are not credible in comparison
with the Cold War, the German government spends billions of euros in order to be a part in nuclear
sharing with tactical nuclear weapons. Why was it not possible to achieve what was possible when the
Tornado was developed 45 years ago, namely developing a European successor to the Tornado? Why
have Germany and France not seized this situation to introduce a kind of European nuclear sharing? Is
France not ready to do this? Or are the French guarantees too weak for Germany and would they
rather rely on the American protective shield in the future? There are many reasons why Germany is
and will remain the premium partner for the USA in Europe, but the opposite also applies. The mutual
dependence is simply too great, the level of special rights, side agreements, compromises etc. that
have been entered into is too well practised so as to leave it with an unclear outcome and
unforeseeable effects in terms of who would be the winners and losers.
The geopolitical arguments presented here are also confirmed by the fundamental debate initiated by
the Social Democratic Party (SPD) recently about the withdrawal from nuclear sharing and the massive
criticism following shortly after these statements. It is revealing that the SPD parliamentary party
leader Rolf Mützenich dared to express theses that he had presented at the University of Bremen in
1990 as a master thesis titled “Die Funktion kernwaffenfreier Zonen in der internationalen Politik” and
just one year later again as a dissertation with the title “Atomwaffenfreie Zonen und internationale
Politik” to the declared NATO critic and known “peace researcher” Dieter Senghaas. Senghaas himself
graduated in 1967 with a paper on the “Kritik der Abschreckung” and Mützenich and the others have
been moving within this spiritual channel to this day. What they probably continue to underestimate
is the dimension of the German-American symbiosis and the resulting limited leeway for an original
German security policy. The German-American relations in the area of security policy are closely
related with each other, and the mutual dependency runs deep right to the foundation of the
reciprocal political interests. While the SPD leaders are demanding the end of nuclear sharing and
therefore have caused considerable political turmoil even within the SPD itself, there have been
vehement objections from their specialists, such as the serving and former Ministers of International
Affairs Heiko Maas and Sigmar Gabriel. In addition, government spokesman Steffen Seibert clarified
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immediately on behalf of the Chancellor that Germany remains committed to the obligations entered
into within NATO, including nuclear sharing. It is interesting that even the former US Ambassador
Richard A. Grenell personally took a stand and declared why Germany actually needs to invest in
nuclear sharing in an article published under his own name on 14 May 2020 in the newspaper Die Welt.
His main argument in this article is elaborated on the favourite ideas of social democratic security
policy. “If Germany wants to be a force for peace, as Foreign Minister Maas says, it should meet its
commitments within the Alliance. This applies particularly to the SPD.” The key term “force for peace”
was once used by Gerhard Schröder as an election slogan against Germany’s participation in the third
Iraq War and strongly affects German sensitivities in the harsh world of security policy. The fact that
Germany’s withdrawing from nuclear sharing would damage the credibility of nuclear deterrence and
weaken the reassurance of the Alliance partners is clear. Moreover, nobody will benefit in a world with
nuclear weapons if Germany is the only country to denuclearise. Without the required framework
conditions, a world without nuclear weapons is an illusion. Disarmament will only be successful and
contribute to stability if everyone else disarms as well. Germany’s unilateral withdrawal would not
make the world safer, it would actually achieve quite the opposite. These matters are too important
to leave them to self-appointed political experts or a mainstream opinion. They concern the core of
transatlantic relations. This debate has now become public and highlights this aspect of GermanAmerican interdependence, which is otherwise kept in the background.
But how long will this German foreign policy, which is similar to a parasite, bear up and be accepted
by the partners in an increasingly dangerous world? Germany’s reliability would be on the line if the
SPD’s demands for withdrawal from nuclear sharing were to be pushed through. Particularly, because
the military benefits from this sharing have to be measured more in a strategic than tactical manner.
The outcome of the struggle with the USA about the contracts for the construction of a 5G network by
the Chinese corporation Huawei and the North Stream 2 pipeline are further points of friction. The
outcome of these conflicts will provide information about who in German-American relations is the
“cook and who is the waiter”, to use a phrase from former German Chancellor G. Schröder. They will
then be indicators of who actually is more powerful.

The geopolitical options of the two per cent question
Those who want Germany to hold greater responsibility within Europe, and some who even want
German leadership, should bear in mind Germany’s dilemma and potential if they long for the end of
the transatlantic partnership. According to a witty remark by Henry Kissinger that still applies today
Germany is too big for Europe and too small for the world. Germany cannot generate a balanced
security policy in Europe on its own. After the painful centuries in which each bigger country tried at
least once to dominate the rest, it is as if Europe suffered burn, but is playing with fire again. Perhaps
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this is being overcautious, or perhaps it is just cleverer. The fact remains that due to its strength and
position, a special role falls to Germany when it comes to the issue of order in Europe. As a result of
this, in our own interest, we should direct Europe like an orchestra that has to play without a
conductor. This is the legacy of our continent. This is why it is so important that the orchestra listens
to its first violin.
It is true that Germany is increasingly aware of its special status as the most important country in
Europe – as the economic engine of the region and the future leading power in the EU. In relation to
Central Europe, which has recently been released from Soviet patronisation, it feels a particular
responsibility that is vaguely reminiscent of earlier notions of a Central Europe led by Germany, writes
Brzezinski. However, Germany can only take on responsibility together with at least one other partner
if this is intended to create a blueprint for lasting peace for Europe.
This creates a very difficult situation for us Germans, which can be described via three possible
geopolitical options.
First option: the Carolingian Europe. The Rhine is the cultural cradle of Carolingian Europe. It shapes
the area of western Germany, France right down to Italy and the small neighbours as a successor to
the Roman Empire. The Rhine as a field of power and crucial transport route, the cultural foundation
of the Kingdom of the Francs and also for the EU, created after the Second World War. The Carolingian
Europe is marked by Catholicism, it is Roman, follows the course of the river from the north to the
south, starts at the North Sea and ends south of Rome. England still does not fit in until today in that
respect. It leads to close German-French cooperation. This model becomes obsolete when the decision
was taken to move the German capital from Bonn to Berlin. This is not perceived immediately, but
slowly. Berlin opens up the east, ties it to Europe, but this already means that Germany is shaping and
moulding the east in its own image. The strength of these energies was already to be seen, for example,
in 2015 in a Sunday panel discussion with the journalist Günter Jauch, when the Finance Minister of
the sovereign state of Greece appeared to be instructed in public. Berlin is the centre of the new
Europe. The guidelines of politics are stipulated here. From Berlin it is only 70 km to the eastern border,
but 700 km to the western border. The fields of power of the capital, however, stretch just as far in
every direction. Capital cities are fields of power. Berlin is increasingly pulling the region to the east
into the gravitational field of this Berlin Republic. Paris and Brussels are becoming less important. This
causes massive tensions, because the western neighbours are not putting up with their loss of
importance and the eastern neighbours are rebelling against the German influence. Germany is risking
to fall back into its old ominous “central position”. The Carolingian Europe only works if Europe is
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divided into zones of influence, maintained by security guarantees from the USA or by deepened
cooperation between Germany and France, which currently seems to be unrealistic.
Second option: the Eurasian Europe. It emerges as an opportunity and option already with the
triumphant march of the Hanseatic League and the Teutonic Knights in the Middle Ages. As two
different organisational models that both pushed forward right to the Russian border. Many dream of
and long for this option again, an option that would break U.S. dominance and strip off the “shackles”
of the EU. The alliance of Russia and Germany is seen in the Anglo-Saxon world as the maximum
possible geopolitical accident, because it would create a power area that could rule the world.104) As
Russia and even Germany do not stand for liberal traditions, this world would look very different from
the system of the Anglo-Saxon naval powers. Germany has had its grip on this option several times,
but has never implemented it. Prussia would have been predestined to do so, and most recently Hitler
had this opportunity, but did not understand these fields of power, dreamed of sharing control with
England and wanted to enslave Russia instead of forming a continental block with Russia as his
geopolitics expert Haushofer proposed. The Anglo-Saxon naval powers would not get accept such a
German-Russian dominated Europe even if they were promised control over the seas – as Hitler
offered England. But obviously that was unacceptable to England. The geopolitical force fields cannot
be corrupted. An alliance between German and Russia could escalate into an armed conflict with the
USA. This is why Germany’s western neighbours did not allow it to be neutral. In the medium-term, it
would always be pulled into Russia’s gravity and then ultimately would become part or even the centre,
of a Eurasian field of force. Or it would then again fall into the middle ground between Europe and
Russia as known from history. However it cannot hold itself there for long on its own because, as the
historian Ludwig Dehio, who died in 1963, put it, it is “too small for hegemony, too big for balance”.
This has always been the reason for, and the cause of, dangerous conflicts within Europe.
Whether what applies to Russia will also be influential in relation to China is currently the most
fascinating question. The more strongly China rises to become Germany’s and the EU’s premium
economic partner, the greater the centripetal forces become that seem to advocate the expansion of
European-Chinese cooperation. There is talk of “dialogue with China on all fronts”,105) “Merkel looks
east as ties fray between Germany and the US.” In this case, the USA has recognised China as its main
competitor, including the FBI Director Christopher Wray, who describes China as the biggest threat to
national security for the United States (in a speech of 07 July 2020 at the Hudson Institute think tank
in Washington). He said that China’s aim is to use all means available to ascend to be the sole

104) “Whoever controls the Heartland, controls the world”, Mackinder.
105) Politico.eu, 07 August 2020.
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superpower. While the USA is taking on the fight, the Europeans are noticeably turning away from this
perspective and evidently looking for a third path. Like in other conflicts between the BIG TWO,
neutrality and appeasement can only be used to a very limited extent, because the rules of
international relations described by the Greek historian Thucydides in the Median dialogue 2,500 years
ago still apply today. You can only be allied or not allied, only countries that are on the periphery can
be neutral.
Third: the transatlantic Europe. In this case Germany would take over the European leadership role
from Great Britain. The USA helps the Germans so that our neighbours (have to) accept the German
leadership role in Europe: “Partnership in Leadership”. In this case, Germany would take on the role in
Europe that the USA fulfils around the world. Russia will only fit into this order when it is permanently
separated from Ukraine and Belarus, went through the same experiences that Germany had in the last
century, and behaves like a normal European country that is prepared to integrate into a blueprint for
lasting peace. Probably parts of Siberia would then fall to China. Russia would have to stop dreaming
of its cultural special role. Russia today is too reminiscent of the German Empire in the First World War
described by Thomas Mann in his “Betrachtungen eines Unpolitischen” [Reflections of an unpolitical
man]. Permeated by the pursuit of having to fulfil a special role and a historical mission.
To a certain extent, every blueprint for lasting peace has something to do with geometry. In order for
pieces to fit harmoniously together, they must match in terms of shape and size. The challenge in the
21st century is to expand the successful blueprint for peace in Western Europe to the entire continent.
If the USA may no longer play a global role in the future due to a loss in importance, then the first two
options will be back on the table. However, as long as the USA is the global leader, the transatlantic
option remains the best one for Germany. However, in this case for the time being Russia will not be
part of Europe and China cannot be a premium partner as long as the rivalry with the USA persists.
If you take a closer look, the current German foreign policy is a mixture of all three stated options.
Whereby the transatlantic dimension is the most important for the maintenance of Germany’s special
paths. Without American presence, the guarantees and the continuation of the American interest in
Germany this political approach cannot be continued. Adding the Carolingian or Eurasian option to the
mix provides and additional increase to Germany’s freedoms and room for manoeuvre in international
relations. Germany is well-advised not to tie itself down to an either-or situation, but instead to
continue the art of diplomacy as a game with the three options. This is because it can be taken as a
lesson from the eventful 500-year European history that Europe’s countries cannot generate lasting
peace on their own. Only the emergence of a non-European power after the Second World War
regulated affairs within Europe to such an extent that a blueprint for lasting peace could emerge. Old
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jealousies and geopolitical framework conditions are overlain by the organising energy of a militarily,
economically and culturally dominant country and are fit into a regime. This Pax Americana is the actual
reason why the project of a European Union has been able to succeed to date. It minimises internal
tensions and provides protection from external threats. On their own, the EU member states would
not have succeeded, even if many capital cities in Europe like to see things differently. The end of
American dominance would also mean the end of an era of security and peace. Anyone who wants
emancipation from the USA must know the price tag that security policy from European countries
alone would have. Ambassador Wolfgang Ischinger, the Head of the Munich Security Conference,
quantified this recently. He said Europe would then permanently have to spend more than 4% of its
GDP on security. And even if that succeeded, there is no clarity about how Europe would be able to
maintain a lasting blueprint for peace internally without the influence of the USA as a friendly
hegemon. This is because the geopolitical tensions within Europe have only been papered over, they
are lying dormant under the surface and threaten to become powerful again if the controlling power
is no longer present.

The failure of multilateralism
The former world power Great Britain now only has a marginal influence on European geopolitics. Due
to its decreasing power, Great Britain has bid farewell to its role as the final decision-making authority
and, in the absence of a convincing concept for the future of Europe, to European affairs. This marks
the end of the balance of power policy that consisted of Great Britain not entering into a permanent
alliance with a continental power, but instead always being on the side of the weaker party in the
constant battle of the European powers in order to prevent a settlement and the dominance of a single
country within Europe. However, some observers see Brexit as an attempt to use newly ignited
centrifugal forces to regain its old influence. Germany, on the other hand, is not prepared to step into
the vacuum that has emerged. Offers from US Presidents George Bush, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush
and Barack Obama to establish a “partnership in leadership” with Germany and to include Germany in
the “Five Eye” group (FVEY) have repeatedly been cordially rejected by all German governments since
Helmut Kohl. Instead of this, Germany has a multilateral blueprint for peace in mind, which is
voluntarily subjected to international law and characterised by cooperation and not confrontation.
To German chagrin, the USA has now bid farewell to this long-standing guiding principle of foreign
policy. Brzezinski states that the multilateralism practised in the USA must be deemed to have failed.
“The self-assured multilateralism” that the Clinton administration advocated in its first two years in
office did not sufficiently consider the realities of power at the time. The subsequently adopted
alternative position that America was to focus on a worldwide “democratic expansion” disregarded
the fact that even in the future the USA would need to maintain worldwide stability or even champion
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some expedient (but unfortunately not “democratic”) inter-state relations, for example with China.
The outcome of appeals relating to specific questions, such as remedying the unequal distribution of
assets throughout the world, the organisation of a special “strategic partnership” with Russia or the
limitation of arms exports was even less satisfactory. Even other alternatives – where America should
concentrate on environmental protection or, even more specifically, on fighting local wars – willingly
lost track of the facts that are fundamental for a world power. Consequently, none of the solutions
mentioned above lived up to the need to create a minimum level of geopolitical stability around the
world, which is the indispensable condition that American hegemony is maintained somewhat longer
and the risk of international anarchy remains averted.”106)
This creed takes a sobering look into the engine room of power, the gear mechanism of world politics.
At its core, multilateralism results in anarchic rivalry. Geopolitical stability cannot be achieved without
the leadership of one single country or a bipolar world order as in the Cold War. You would probably
have to be German or live in an illusionary world to expect multilateralism to provide a lasting blueprint
for peace to unfold in a region that is completely free of influences, which it cannot do in reality.
Wherever a vacuum is created, forces will fight to fill it up. Multilateralism, if it were to work, would
be a kind of perpetual motion that had to maintain itself in order to generate order. This is against all
known laws of physics and politics. They are based on the law of entropy, according to which
everything strives for chaos and can only maintain or create order by using energy. Multilateralism as
a political principle would ultimately be a period of transition, a period of great unrest and insecurity
that lasted until a new leader, who is able to generate the missing stability and translate the
disintegration into a new order, was accepted. The desire to replace the non-existing power by rule of
law is understandable, but not feasible, because that can never work out without a monopoly on the
use of force. However, the monopoly on the use of force is diametrically opposed to the idea of
multilateralism. Anyone who preaches multilateralism will sow uncertainty and reap violence. We will
definitely not get closer to the goal of a fair and safe world in this way.

106) Loc. cit., p. 306 et seq.
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Online seminar on the 2020 Vienna Strategy Conference
Looking forward to the 2021 Vienna Strategy Conference
Laurenz Fürst/Richard Fischer
The online seminar on the Vienna Strategy Conference was held from 3 to 4 November 2020. This
online seminar was organised by the Austrian Military Journal ÖMZ under the leadership of Brigadier
Wolfgang Peischel. Unfortunately, the 2020 Strategy Conference had to be cancelled due to the
worldwide COVID pandemic. However, in order to keep the friends, participants and fellow
campaigners of recent years up to date and to show a strong sign of life, a two-day online seminar was
held at the beginning of November. It was clear to everyone that the seminar could by no means
replace the original Strategy Conference – firstly because the format was online and secondly because
it was short.
The online seminar’s topic was “Development tendencies in strategic thinking (from the respective
scientific specialist viewpoint)”. The aim of this concise and intensive online seminar was to exchange
ideas and thoughts as to the strategic implications of the current crisis as well as the resulting
consequences.
The first day of the online seminar was structured in eight keynote speeches, followed by teamwork
sessions in working groups formed for this purpose. Each working group was led by a keynote speaker,
and the task of the working groups was to look more into depth and discuss the respective keynote.
On the second day, the teamwork in the working groups was continued and the chairpersons prepared
a brief statement that was presented at the end of the day. The online seminar was concluded with a
closing speech by Brigadier Wolfgang Peischel.
Thanks to the contribution of Lieutenant Colonel Richard Fischer from the Development Department
of the Theresan Military Academy, who recorded the keynote speeches in collaboration with the ÖMZ,
we are now able to put the keynote speeches on paper in the journal.

Keynote of Brigadier Wolfgang Peischel
The focus was placed on development tendencies in strategic thinking from an overall strategic
perspective. In this context, reference was made to the significance of cross-policy strategic advisory
expertise in the context of a noticeably deficient strategy. Advice of this type should be provided by all
departments on a well-founded specialist and academic basis.
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The model for this advisory activity interacts with the elements of the cascade of political decision
levels, an all-of-government strategic approach to the preparation of decisions, and the
implementation of the strategic objective in an operation as follows:


firstly in the area of an “all-of-government approach to the preparation of decisions” through
the “advisory dimension”,



secondly in the element of “implementation of the strategic objective in an operation” through
the “science of the conduct of operations”. The two skills packages “advisory dimension” at
the interface to the political level and “science of conduct of operations” at the interface to
the operational implementation are a unique feature of the military.

A reference was made to Clausewitz and purpose-objective-assets requirements, assets/risk
requirements, and the assets/risk analysis were projected onto the model. Moreover, passages in
Clausewitz supporting both the advisory dimension and the implementation in an operation were
presented.
In terms of “strategy”, a differentiation must be made between the strategy of decision-making
(decision), which pertains to the political sphere, and the strategy of thinking (preparation, advising)
pertaining to the military and military sciences sphere.
A critical reflection on scenario planning (numerous scenarios prepared, none occurred vs. the least
expected scenario occurred, but had not been prepared) led to the recommendation of implementing
also a “divinatory component” in strategic thinking, as Moltke put it (“divinatory component at the
strategic level”).
In reference to COVID, it was pointed out that certain stakeholders might exploit such a situation as a
weapon. This should be considered for future pandemics and also in the context of biological weapons.
In addition, dictatorships seem to be coping with the crisis more effectively by imposing extremely
restrictive measures.
The interplay of epidemics, environmental effects, climate-related effects, the detrimental
consequences of urbanisation, and the increasing change and erosion of values can also be linked to
the downfall of the Roman Empire. Strategic thinking must therefore deal with these issues in the
future. When it comes to moral decline and misdirection in particular, humanistic education could be
seen as a strategic response, as Clausewitz recommended in his writing.
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When it comes to the “cyber” issue, guaranteeing “cyber security” through state-organised robust,
offensive measures was contrasted with the fundamental rights of the citizens and data protection
(cyber security vs. infringement of fundamental rights.)
Resilience cannot be maintained without a sufficient capability of strategy.

Keynote of Stefan Bayer
The keynote was on the topic of “Development trends in strategic thinking from the strategic
educational context”, in the course of which the German Institute for Defence and Strategic Studies
(GIDS) was presented, which examines the security-relevant implications of climate change and
reports on political failure in climate protection. In addition, the strategic alignment of armed forces
was described with regard to climate change.
The German Institute for Defence and Strategic Studies acts as an interface between specialist military
expertise (Bundeswehr Command and Staff College) and science (Helmut Schmidt University). Every
year, it runs the Master course “Military leadership and international security” (MFIS), which is
attended by graduates of the German Bundeswehr’s General Staff Course and participants from
partner states.
In its vision, the Institute’s primary tasks include conducting “excellent research”, “critical advisory
activities” and establishing an “open culture of discussion”. The Institute prompts to think the
unthinkable and to scrutinise in a constructive critical manner. During this process, the areas of
research, advisory activities and open discourse are always in the foreground and are brought alive.
This means that every person is a researcher and advisor and should, thus, engage in open discussions.
The following focal points in research have been determined:
Lead “Network for Interdisciplinary Conflict Analysis” (NIKA)


Meta strategy: Fundamentals and requirements of strategic thinking and acting: the definition
of the term “strategy” is clearly defined in order to establish terminological reliability and
semantic clarity.



Strategies, conflicts, their dynamics in linked systems: patterns of interaction, historical
reappraisal and strategic war gaming are used to attempt to understand these dynamics
better.

Lead “Bundeswehr Command and Staff College”
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Strategy and geopolitical challenges for armed forces: future areas of activity for armed forces
are researched and defined. This includes both domestic and offensive operations.



Culture and identity in the context of security policy: What happens to people when social
distancing is practised, and what are its effects on armed forces?

The German Institute for Defence and Strategic Studies made its presence clearly felt in 2020 at the
Munich Security Conference. Former UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon and the former Norwegian
Foreign and Defence Minister were among the guests invited to speak on the subject of “How armed
forces respond to climate change”.
Previous findings of the Institute, which had already been identified and elaborated in 2007, were
presented on this particular subject. The resulting security policy implications are as follows:


an increasing number of fragile and weak states as a result of climate change,



risks for global economic development,



risks of growing conflicts over distribution between those who are responsible and the main
victims (e.g. through climate change),



the risk to human rights and the legitimation of industrial countries as global governance
stakeholders,



the induction of, and increase in, migration,



excessive demands on traditional security policy,



adjustment or avoidance? – the role of armed forces.

The causes of climate change have to be sought in temporal and spatial externalities (future effects in
other areas). Moreover, human preference for the present as an empirical fact plays a role, as well as
ignorance and insecurity. Intertemporal free travel (“freeloading”) of current generations must
definitely be highlighted as a further cause of climate change. The fact that politicians want to be
elected as representatives by today’s voters and not by future generations is also detrimental to
climate change. The political failure to implement climate conventions and agreements is definitely
nothing that political representatives can be proud of.
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Climate protection must be viewed as a long-term phenomenon because the effects of emissions are
only felt with a considerable delay. In this case, the short-sightedness and impatience of humans as
well as the “downplaying of problems” in the context of an economic investment analysis (discounting)
make effective problem-solving more difficult.
What role do armed forces play in climate change in terms of avoidance or adjustment?


Avoidance: Armed forces primarily depend on fossil fuels. It has been shown that the
emissions of the US Armed Forces equal those of Sweden (0.18% of worldwide emissions).
When extrapolated for all armed forces in the world, the figure would be around 0.5% of
worldwide emissions. Therefore, if they halved their emissions, armed forces would play a
rather minor role.



Adjustment: Climate change will bring about new kinds of conflicts, crises, wars and
operations of armed forces.

Armed forces could be used as a political tool in the fight against climate change, because they are the
only ones with appropriate equipment.
The interrelation between the two categories is highlighted by the statement “the less avoidance there
is, the more adjustment will be required”.
The statement “The more pronounced the failure in climate protection is, the more significant will be
the role of armed forces as an “insurance” against social risks” has been used to deduce the following
roles and tasks for armed forces:


the effects of the consequences of climate change on military infrastructure (e.g. the flooding
of US Armed Forces facilities),



a change in the military operational profile,



central disaster management,



humanitarian interventions,



new international conflict structures,



procurement and equipment (“dual use principle” of the Canadian armed forces),
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armed forces are to be used for stabilising the risks to the global economic development
induced by climate change (personnel released from the market used temporarily in the armed
forces).

Summary:


climate protection is on the brink of political failure,



adjustment is increasingly important, avoidance is becoming less important,



climate change entails the risk that security policy is renationalised,



climate change as a catalyst for decreased cooperation and multinationality,



the silver bullet: climate-neutral armed forces (this is cost-intensive, and the effects are visible
only in the long-term).

Keynote of Colonel (GS) Mag. Jürgen Wimmer
A rough outline of the interconnections between strategy and the military was provided through
Svechin’s core statements, based on his postulation “Strategy should be studied at the beginning of
serious study on the art of war” (Svechin A. 1927), which is still valid today:
According to Svechin, politicians must deal and be familiar with strategy (ends - ways - means). Strategy
has an all-encompassing, all-of-governmental nature and therefore comes very close to the
comprehensive approach of the USA. The fact that strategy represents the art of military leadership
could be understood in our modern time as expertise in strategic thinking.
In order to achieve a shared understanding, the term strategy should be defined. In the military lexicon,
it is defined as “coordinated application and use of all resources and possibilities of the state so as to
achieve its aims”. In order to make this definition more comprehensible, the following correlating
terms were presented and explained:


guarantee of continuity,



grand strategy,



vital interests,



security,
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resources,



identity.

There is a symbiotic relationship between strategy and the military, and military strategy can be seen
as a contribution to implementing strategic interests.
In order to portray military strategy as a part of the whole, a table was presented, in which the
categories “means”, “ways”, “objectives” and “ends” are arranged as columns and the levels “military”,
“diplomacy”, “economy” and “information” as rows. Activities and effects of the individual levels
always need to support each other and in all cases must work together in the end state. A divergence
of the strands is frequently accounted for by an absent or insufficiently defined strategic end state.
The “DIME approach” of the First Gulf War (1991) was used as an example of this. At first, there were
attempts to use diplomacy to bring about a peaceful solution (diplomacy). The next step was to
convince the world public opinion of the need for military deployment (information), and the UN
Security Council including Russia agreed on this. Subsequently the resources for deployment (military)
were prepared and successfully implemented. Along with this, economic sanctions (economy) were
adopted, which fell short in terms of time because they were delayed.
Two further examples from military history were used to explain military strategic thinking: firstly,
advice to political leaders, i.e. Eisenhower, and his subsequent decision to address Europe first
(“Germany first) and to set the Pacific aside. The reason for this could be found in Russia being too
weak and Germany being too strong. Secondly, the armament preparations of the German Reich
(conversion of industry, inclusion of the population) were explained. Strategic thinking can therefore
be understood as thinking on a large scale in the interests of the whole.
Now the question arises as to the framework conditions in which military strategic thinking can actually
develop. In this area, the political will and requirements at the national and the community levels (EU,
NATO) were addressed. In addition, the framework is specified via future global developments and
trends in the following areas:


power relationships,



crises and conflicts,



the fight for resources,
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demography, refugee movements and migration,



culture, identity and society,



artificial intelligence.

The “Holistic View of the Operational Environment” model was used in order to provide an insight into
the complexity of the subject.
The national trends in Austria can be described as follows: The Austrian military is relatively weak as
an instrument of power for the state. There is a lack of strategic thinking in the traditional sense of a
strategy, and there is also a lack of awareness. Unclear orientation and constant change, which is
driven by day-to-day politics, prevent long-term and strategic thinking and action.
In contrast to this, global players (USA, Russia, China) use their military to enforce strategic interests.
Although, at the EU level, there are conceptual approaches, but in practice it only makes isolated
contributions. Thus, declarations of intent are the only thing gained.
The following recommendations were then presented:


Dealing with strategy responsibly is called for and required at the general governmental level.



Old principles remain valid.



The only new thing is a constantly changing environment (e.g. cyber sphere, hybridity).



Technology and globalisation offer different opportunities, but do not alter the principles.



The capability to implement strategic interests must be maintained/acquired for credibility.



Mutual understanding of the state instruments of power is essential (to make the military and
the economy cooperate, recognise mutual dependencies).

In addition, the phenomenon of the decreasing will to fight must be seen as an alarm signal. A survey
showed that only 16% of the population would be prepared to defend the country with weapons. It
has been suggested that the survey should be expanded to include the questions: “Defence of
yourself” and “Defence of your own family and children”. One possible cause is assumed to be the
strong individualism of today’s society. Due to the possible effects in both the strategic and operational
area, it is recommended that military strategy/strategy should deal with this issue.
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Keynote of Prof. Heinz Nissel
Geostrategy is defined as follows:
“Geostrategy is a geopolitical term for activities (actions) in order to dominate, control or influence an
area”.
There is a particular focus on areas that are highly susceptible to crises and that have a tendency
towards conflicts, e.g. buffer states, rogue nations, shatter-belt countries, etc.
Geostrategy is primarily a method of political geography and not a science. It identifies and assesses
area-related interests. As part of geopolitics, it is always about possible interaction between power
and space. It is used for political consultation and can therefore be seen as an instrument of control.
In all current concepts, the following central questions are decisive:


political appropriation and shaping of living environments (area as “lived area”),



availability and control of (political) power,



causes and extent of (political) inequality.

The central objective of geopolitics and geostrategy is to investigate these central questions within and
between geographical levels, namely locally, regionally, nationally and globally. Both the examination
within these areas and the linking are crucial. In this case the term “space” is interpreted as “space of
places” and/or “space of flows”. “Space of flows” can be defined as permanently changing spaces,
which are constantly used by different groups. “Space of places”, on the other hand, is understood as
a localised place.
There are two research perspectives: geographical conflict research and critical geopolitics. While the
former focuses on actions of stakeholders within geographic specifications (e.g. “blood diamonds
Angola”), the latter analyses and deconstructs political models and discourses in a post-modern
constructivist manner. Geopolitical models of political practice are examined, for example self-fulfilling
prophesies that become firmly established in people’s heads as “geographical imaginations”. This term
refers to the “reality” presented in the media, which differs greatly from fact. If this is repeated often
enough, it manifests itself as the “truth”. The “East-West conflict” was presented as a typical example.
Geopolitical models can be found in all types of world order (for example Huntington or Kissinger) and
their deconstruction.
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Geostrategy can be applied in political geography. The following topics have so far been the subject of
a multi-level analysis:
Conflicts and wars in the international context:


the frontier land grab in disputed regions,



conflicts over resources and future wars caused by climate change,



political violence by armed groupings in collapsing states in Africa.

Civil wars in Asia:


Tibet and China,



Kashmir: India vs. Pakistan,



the civil war in Nepal.

Local areas of violence:


refugee camps in Lebanon,



favelas in Rio: ex-territorial enclaves of drug dealing,



eastern Congo: fluid territorialisation by rebel groups.

Conflicts and wars at present and in the future:


small wars in the wake of larger wars,



ungoverned areas as areas of violence,



cyberspace and cyberwarfare as an unlimited threat.

Geostrategy can be summarised as follows:


The spectrum of geostrategic analyses ranges from the grand design of the USA through to
local conflicts and individual players.



Causes of conflicts are interpreted in a complex manner and combined with conflict dynamics.
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Strategic potentials and resources are constantly monitored and assessed by various think
tanks.



Current geostrategy thinks in terms of “places” and “flows”, can be used from hybrid conflicts
right through to asymmetric warfare or cyberwars.



The development trends in geostrategic thinking indicate an even more diverse application in
the future, because both the multi-polarity of (geo)political players and their
actions/reactions, and their problem areas (even from a geographical perspective) are
constantly increasing.

Keynote of Prof. Wilfried Schreiber
The following core theses from “Creating Europe with its own weapons” (Eckehart Lübke-Mayer) were
listed:


establish a Europe that is able to defend itself,



key states are Germany and France,



transatlantic partnership to be continued,



no dissociation from the US nuclear shield,



need for military strategy to be embedded in an overall strategy – however, this cannot be
clearly identified!

The thesis “The dilemma of the traditionalists” describes that a world order under US leadership
cannot be upheld with the traditional methods. The reasons for this are that there has been a
fundamental change in the balance of power in the world:


non-Western states no longer want to submissively obey the world hegemon.



China has the economic power to disengage from US dependence.



the USA no longer has the power to impose its will on other states.



regime change has failed everywhere.

The Western world view is outdated:
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this is not accepted (the West as the apex of good).



Huntington: “The universalistic pretension of the transatlantic West as a model for the rest of
the world is incorrect, immoral and dangerous.”



His approach to solving the problem: “The battle of cultures can only be avoided if the
powerful ones in this world accept and maintain a global policy that considers the different
cultural ideals.”



This has never been implemented in this way by the transatlantic West.



Huntington’s statement could be construed as a guideline for a geostrategic concept of
multilateralism.

The multilateralists succumb to the illusion of standardising, governing and pacifying the relationships
within the international community with instruments of international organisations. However, a reality
of this kind does not exist. We have a multipolar world, but no multilateral strategy.
Multilateralism is to be understood more as a principle, an objective, a process. A pentarchy of major
powers that has to adjust. (USA cannot/no longer wants to, China cannot, Russia only militarily, EU
unclear, India possibly).


There is no clearly superior player.



There are no strong players in other areas of the world (Africa, Latin America, Arab World).



However there are strong local powers (Turkey, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Japan).

The process of globalisation results in seven new challenges, which must be seen as interconnected:


resource problem (water, energy and natural resources are limited),



climate (man-made changes, natural geological changes),



food shortages (correlates with climatic changes),



social differentiation between the poor and the rich (national, domestic),



uneven demographic development,
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question of peace takes on new dimensions,



pandemic (COVID-19, etc.)

The globalised world has turned more dependent on each other, but also more vulnerable.
When looking into unilateralism, it is determined that the societal model of unilateralism has survived,
but it is unsuitable as a solution for the new problems of humanity. It deepens existing contradictions
and wastes vital resources. The hegemonic model is overburdened. There is no alternative to forced
multilateral cooperation across all differences, but the outcome is uncertain. A disaster cannot be
excluded, self-destruction is possible.
Moreover, a quote from Hegel was cited:
“What experience and history teaches us is that many peoples and governments have never learned
anything from history, or acted following principles deduced from it.”
A “new Enlightenment” is urgently needed for the current age of global challenges. Geostrategic
thinking means thinking in terms of the diversity and equality of cultures.

Keynote of Dr Michael König
What scenario is statistically improbable, but has huge effects on humanity, the economy and
healthcare? The scenario of a global pandemic! Weeks before the outbreak of the COVID pandemic, it
transpired during a joint “what if meeting” with business leaders that hardly anyone had made
preparations for unexpected events (the unthinkable) and that any such scenario was simply being
ignored. Once the pandemic had started, this was used almost as an excuse and dismissed as the “new
normal”. This paradigm now needs to be broken.
A digression into the area of evolutionary history was used to explain the previous statements. In order
to survive, over time simple life forms developed completely new skills. For example, single-cell and
multicellular organisms developed into molluscs with much more extensive features (antenna,
tentacles, eyes, feet, complex brain, etc.) They left their original habitats and opened up entirely new
areas. This all resulted from a certain new normal, i.e. from a crisis.
The economy can learn from this phenomenon of natural evolution. In any case, crises should be used
to drive innovation and to develop completely new skills. They should be understood as an opportunity
and seen as normality. Crisis-driven skills development, which is a continuous process, should also
apply for companies. In any case, a passive attitude and blaming will not get us out of the current crisis.
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Joseph Schumpeter saw real creative destruction as a basic element of the economy. There was also a
presentation showing routes out of the crisis from the Indian-American professor of corporate
strategies, C. K. Prahalad. Shortly before the demise of the company Philips Electronics, the
management was put on an island. Fully shielded from the outside world, the managers were
confronted with the information that the company was already bankrupt and that they now needed
to develop ways out of this situation. Once the scenario had been resolved, the strategies developed
could be used to realign and rescue the company.
By definition, we are usually poorly prepared for the unexpected. The drone attack on Heathrow
airport and a small train accident at Vienna main station were shown as typical examples of this. In the
latter case, a minor train accident in Vienna resulted in the complete failure of the Austrian rail
network. In both cases, people were simply not prepared for a scenario like that.
This typically Austrian phenomenon of thinking “everything will be OK, nothing will happen” can also
be seen during the COVID crisis. The pandemic is nothing new, and it was not inconceivable.
Nonetheless, hardly anyone was prepared for it.

Keynote of Prof. Christian Stadler
What is strategy now? Strategy is:


structured long-term action planning oriented towards the future



for the proactive shaping of contexts of life



for the purpose of axiomatic framework assessment.

After this, the triad of politics, strategy and tactics according to Clausewitz was mentioned. With a
slight modification, this can be presented as follows:


Politics: Sets purposes in a powerful manner and with a view to values. These purposes may
be good or bad (judgement).



Strategy: Formulates objectives in a skilled manner and with a view to fulfilling the purpose.
These objectives may be set correctly or incorrectly (assessment).



Tactics: Uses assets in a practised manner and with a view to accomplishing the objective.
These assets may be sufficient or insufficient in order to accomplish an objective
(implementation).
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In addition, the term of “Pyrrhic victory” was defined as an example of a successful tactic with a failing
strategy.
After the nature and values of strategy had been treated, the topic polemology was addressed, the
first step being an explanation of the term “polemos” (tension, dispute) based on Heraclitus and Plato.
For Heraclitus, who was the central thinker of the pre-Socratic period, “polemos” not only means war,
but also covers any form of tension and dispute. Heraclitus’ statement “War is the father of all things,
king of everything. He renders some gods, others men; he makes some slaves, others free”, clarifies
that for him “polemos” even stands above all gods of antiquity. However, this term is not only to be
understood in a “practical” manner, but also “metaphysically”.
In one of his most notable treatises, the Republic, Plato differentiates three levels, namely the
nutritional status (oikos/economy), the defence status (logos/military, police, security, administration)
and educational status (logos/philosopher kings, order, also strategy). The four virtues (cardinal
virtues) are assigned to these statuses as follows:


nutritional status: modesty,



defence status: bravery,



educational status: wisdom.

If all virtues are represented in a society, then it is possible to speak of justice. To all intents and
purposes, resilience would comply with this virtue.
The polemology of the modern age has been considered in detail by such important proponents as
Steinmetz (1862-1940) and Bouthoul (1896-1980). The term polemology is inextricably linked with
these two names. With regard to Steinmetz, two important works were addressed, namely
“Philosophie des Krieges” [Philosophy of War] (Steinmetz, 1907) and “Soziologie des Krieges”
[Sociology of War] (Steinmetz, 1929). While the work before the First World War is an abstract
philosophical contemplation of war, the latter work is dedicated to the empirical review of the First
World War from a sociological perspective. Bouthoul, who is seen as the founder of polemology as a
science, stated: “If you want to preserve peace, you need to understand war”.
After considering these proponents of polemology, the “Vienna Concept of Hermeneutic Polemology”
was presented, which recognises the following three dimensions of conflict, dispute and/or war:
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OIKOS: Economy, economic fundament, secures survival.



LOGOS: Culture, religion, ideology, education.



POLIS: State, politics.

In a further step, the importance of polemology was explained with a view to strategy. In order to
master strategic thinking, it needs to be understood. In order for it to be understood, it needs to be
contextualised. In this context, the “causa efficiens” and “causa finalis” according to Aristotle were
introduced as follows:


causa efficiens: Who thinks what and why? How do I explain something?



causa finalis: Who thinks what and to what end? On what basis do I explain something?

In order to direct the view to politics and the purpose, the speaker presented Clausewitz’s idea that
politics defines the purpose, whereas strategy specifies the objectives. Purposes must be
(prescriptively) fulfilled, whereas objectives must be (descriptively) accomplished.
So how can politics and its purposes be understood? The response to this is the polemological formula
“Oikos x Logos = Polis”. Politics is therefore the product of the economic principle (Oikos) and culture,
religion, ideology, education (Logos).

Keynote of Major General Dr Johann Frank
The speech was focussed on the perspectives of the European Union and the development trends of
strategic thinking from a European political perspective, addressing the global strategic framework
conditions and the status quo of European security and defence.
We are facing a major change in global politics, which is marked by the erosion of order, the shift of
the geopolitical weight from Europe to the Asian region and the competition between major
geopolitical powers. These three phenomena are hitting European security policy particularly hard. In
addition, the COVID pandemic and global climate change will act as catalysts for the acceleration of
the changes.
In the centre of the so-called “confrontational multi-polarity”, which takes place between the
antagonists Russia, the USA, China, Europe and India, the American-Chinese conflict takes on a special
role. The current COVID pandemic and the question of allegiance intensify this bipolar conflict. In
addition, the USA is increasingly withdrawing as an international law enforcement agent.
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Confrontational multi-polarity is also found in the European region, with the poles being made up by
the European Union, Russia and Turkey. In this case the focus of the efforts is on supremacy in Central
Europe, i.e. the states that are located between these poles.
Moreover, the instability in the EU’s strategic environment was addressed, which is marked by the
constant flaring up of conflicts in Western Africa, Eastern Europe, the Caucasus and the Middle East.
What is more, the EU is facing multiple crises that have not yet been overcome. The EU is therefore to
adjust its strategic thinking to these altered framework conditions.
The following ongoing initiatives, which must be seen in the context of their operational tasks, are
about to be finalised, including:


the PESCO review process.



the establishment of new funds that will help organise building up third countries,



the implementation of military mobility for the rapid deployment of forces to the EU’s external
border,



the development of the NPCC (a command and control cell for the EU Battle Group).

Also a total of 17 ongoing operations have to be taken care of. The assistance operation caused by the
COVID crisis have been newly added. At the strategic level, a so-called strategic compass is being
developed, which will be used for strategic orientation (almost a white paper on defence). This
development will take around two years and starts with a “joint risk assessment” followed by strategic
deductions.
This results in the following strategic conclusions:


Europe must develop its own strategic capability,



Building up a resilience of its own is a basic requirement,



A soft power approach alone is no longer sufficient, the EU must adjust its strategy.

As far as the shift in strategy in particular is concerned, it can be stated that the previous strategy
approach of “security via attraction and persuasiveness of the European model” no longer works in
practice. In addition, discouraging agents of violence in the EU’s strategic environment from resorting
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to the option of violence does not work. The shift must be away from the original model and towards
a so-called “European sovereignty strategy”.
What strategic options are there to shape the future under these framework conditions? In so doing,
the own profile should be sharpened first. As a response to this, the EU could position itself between
the poles of a security provider/enabler or an independent sovereign security player.
This results in the following five strategy options for Europe:


renewed transatlantic security (partial sovereignty with US dependence);



re-nationalisation (high autonomy in all security policy fields, reduction of dependence on
other states);



grand strategy of the Habsburgs (defensive, regionally aligned, focus on own resilience);



independent player on the same level as the four key players (USA, Russia, China, India);



multilateral security provider.

The following four options are possible for Austria in terms of Austria’s strategy development:


co-creator in the European core group



fringe player



passive abstainer



committed neutral state.
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